AGENDA
A Meeting of the Foundation Trust Board Held in PUBLIC
10th April 2019, 2pm-4:30pm, Open Space
at Trust Headquarters, Leatherhead
Members of the Public are welcome to observe the meeting of the Board in public. You are asked to please note that
there will not be an opportunity during the meeting for members of the Public to ask questions of the Board. Members
of the public are invited to join us at 1.30pm when you will have an opportunity to meet informally with members of the
Board. Tea and coffee will be available.
29.19 Public

Introductions and Apologies for Absence

Ian McPherson

Verbal

30.19 Public

A Person’s Story – Anthony’s Story

Edward Bartlett /
Claire Clifford

Verbal

31.19 Public

Declarations of Interest

Ian McPherson

Attached

32.19 Public

Ian McPherson

Attached

33.19 Public

Approve the Minutes of the meeting held on 13th February
2019
Matters Arising

Ian McPherson

Attached

34.19 Public

Chief Executive Update

Fiona Edwards

Attached

PERFORMANCE OVERSIGHT
35.19 Public

Quality, Risk and Safety Report

Sharon Spain

Attached

36.19 Public

Activity and Performance Report

Graham Wareham

Attached

37.19 Public

Staff Survey Results

Victoria Bishop

Attached

38.19 Public

Value for Money

Graham Wareham

Attached

39.19 Public

Risk Report

Julie Gaze

Attached

STRATEGY DELIVERY
40.19 Public

Transformation and Delivery Plan Progress

Julie Gaze

Attached

41.19 Public

Collaborative Procurement Partnership LLP Quarterly Update

Graham Wareham

Attached

42.19 Public

Surrey Healthy Children LLP Quarterly Report

Graham Wareham

Attached

Sharon Spain

Attached

Items for Approval
43.19 Public

Clinical Audit Plan
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Trust Board Public
10/04/19

Items for Information
44.19 Public

Quality Committee Update – 26th February 209

Sharon Spain

Attached

45.19 Public

Audit Committee Update – 20th March 2019

Graham Wareham

Attached

Confidential
AGENDA
A Meeting of the Foundation Trust Board Held in PRIVATE
Wednesday 10th April 2019 at 10am-12pm, Room F21
15.19 Public

Introductions and Apologies for Absence

Ian McPherson

Verbal

16.19 Public

Declarations of Interest

Ian McPherson

Attached

17.19 Public

Minutes of the Meeting held on 20th March 2019

Ian McPherson

Attached

18.19 Public

Matters Arising

Ian McPherson

Attached

19.19 Public

Chief Executive Update

Fiona Edwards

Verbal

20.19 Public

Exceptional Items

21.19 Public

Any Other Business
Date of Next Meeting
12th June 2019
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Trust Board Public
10/04/19

Item: 31.19

Voting Directors’ Declarations of Interest
April 2019
Status

Name

Voting

Ian McPherson

Voting

Leslie Morphy
OBE

Voting

Jennifer Seeley

Declared Interests


Chairman











Non-Executive
Director / Senior
Independent
Director
Non-Executive
Director




Voting

Rahul Jaitly



Non-Executive
Director




Voting

Stephen Firn



Non-Executive
Director


Voting

Susan Scholefield



Non-Executive
Director
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Chair, International Initiative for Mental Health
Leadership
Trustee, Centre for Mental Health
Trustee, Cardiomyopathy UK
Trustee, Birmingham Mind
Director, 121 Support CiC
Chair of Governors Oxford Brookes University
Non-Executive Director at Home Group
Chair of Pathway
Trustee at Create
Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Public
Finance and Accountancy
Associate Teacher for the Chartered Institute
of Public Finance and Accountancy
Fellow of the Chartered Institute of
Procurement and Supply
Assessor for the Chartered Institute of
Procurement and Supply
Board Advisor, Ignitho Technologies UK
Limited
Expert Peer, Virtuoso Peers (A Crimson and
Ignitho Joint Initiative)
Board Mentor, Nuivio Ventures Inc
International Collaborator, Amnick Social
Enterprise
Programme Director for New Care Models
and Delegating Specialist Mental Health
Commissioning, NHS England
National Advisor, Royal College of
Psychiatrists
Independent Member, Sussex Police and
Crime Panel
Chair, Competition Appeal Tribunal Service
Magistrate, Sussex Family Panel / West
Sussex Adult Panel

Item: 31.19

Status

Name

Declared Interests

Voting

Fiona Edwards

Chief Executive

Voting

Graham Wareham

Chief Finance
Officer

Voting

Helen Rostill

Director of
Innovation and
Development, and
Therapies











Voting

Justin Wilson

Chief Medical Officer

Voting

Lorna Payne

Chief Operating
Officer

Voting

Sharon Spain

Acting Chief Nurse

April 2019
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Lead for Frimley ICS
CQC Executive Reviewer
Trustee Friends of Chambo Seminary
Member of Chartered Association of
Management Accountants
Advisory Board Member – SCAMPI (Self-care
Advice, Monitoring, Planning, Intervention)
Visiting Professor at the University of Surrey,
Department of Clinical Medicine and Ageing

Trustee of Charity Sport in Mind
Founding Senior Fellow of the Faculty of
Medical Leadership and Management
 Trustee of Fulham Good Neighbours
 Trustee on Board of Standing Together
against Domestic Violence
None

DRAFT Minutes of a Meeting of the Foundation Trust Board held in PUBLIC on
13th February 2019, 2.00 – 4.30 pm, Open Space
at Trust HQ, Leatherhead
Present
Directors Voting:
Ian McPherson
Fiona Edwards
Jonathan Warren
Graham Wareham
Lorna Payne
Helen Rostill
Justin Wilson
Leslie Morphy
Rahul Jaitly
Stephen Firn
Susan Scholefield
Jennifer Seeley

Trust Chairman
Chief Executive
Chief Nursing Officer / Deputy Chief Executive
Chief Finance Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Director of Innovation and Development, and Therapies
Chief Medical Officer
Non-Executive Director / Senior Independent Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

In Attendance:
Julie Gaze
Mandie Maclennan
Sharon Spain

Director of Governance and Planning
Governance Manager (Minutes)
Director of Nursing

Apologies:

None

Members of the Public and Governors in attendance:
Don Ilman
Member of the Public / FoCUS Member
Guy
Member of the Public
Stephanie Spiteri
East-Mid FoCUS Member
Clifford Wright
Member of the Public / FoCUS Member
Rosemary Moore
Member of the Public
Richard Vize
Member of the Public
Karim Fazel
Member of the Public
Ref
01.19
02.19

Item
Action
Introductions and Apologies for Absence
The Chair welcomed all to the Trust Board, there were no apologies.
A Person’s Story
Larrisa joined the meeting to share her story to the Board. Larrisa explained
that she had not only received treatment but also wanted to give something
back sharing her knowledge and experience. Larissa works as a volunteer
across the Trust, including as part of the Recovery College, co-facilitating
numerous courses; assertiveness, stress management and suicide prevention.
Larrisa described how doing this has empowered her and helped her recovery,
and she is ambitious to build on this and take on other roles and potential
employment opportunities.
Justin Wilson noted Larissa’s story illustrated the connection between physical
and mental health experiences. Board members thanked Larrisa for sharing
her experiences and discussed how we have more we can do to support people
who use our services to take up volunteer and employed roles.
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03.19
04.19

05.19

Ian McPherson reflected that today Larrisa has given us hope in the story and
experiences she has shared with us. He thanked Larrisa for inspiring the Board
and giving members food for thought about we can give to others.
Declarations of Interest
The declarations of interest were noted.
Minutes of the Meeting held on 10th December 2018
The minutes of the meeting held on 10th December were approved as an
accurate record.
Matters Arising
136.18 Risk Report
Julie Gaze advised that she is yet to meet with Susan Scholefield and Stephen
Firn.

06.19

The Chair asked if there were any other matters arising. There were none.
Chief Executive Update
Fiona Edwards presented her report and highlighted the following:
Wider System Work
National work to launch the Long Term Plan to embed and transfer the national
increase of allocation of funds from the NHS which support this. Engaged with
Surrey Heartlands and Sussex and East Surrey (SES) in finalising their plans
for next year.
Leadership
Sharon Spain is seconded to the Trust for six months as Director of Nursing,
as Billy Hatifani, Deputy Chief Nurse, will be leaving on 15 February. This will
also help with the transition as Jonathan Warren, Chief Nursing Officer, will be
leaving in April. However, we have a great team and are working on shifting
portfolios and will be recruiting a Director of Workforce. Once the Chief Nursing
Officer job description has been developed this will also be recruited to.
Inpatient Services
Lorna Payne advised the Board of the sad death of a patient being cared for
on one of our wards. Ian McPherson acknowledged the Board had discussed
this in some depth during its private session, and confirmed that an
investigation had commenced.

07.19

The Board noted the report.
Performance Oversight
Quality, Risk and Performance Report
Jonathan Warren presented the report and highlighted the following:
 A circle of support has been initiated for Juniper Ward in response to earlt
warning signs data
 Inpatient wards feel better and safer, and this has been confirmed
following the CQC review and the report by Mandy Stevens
 We are concerned around the increase in seclusion, self-harm and
medication incidents
 Prone restraint remains stable as does violence to staff and patients. A
deep dive into the incident data presented is going to be undertaken by
Lorna Payne and Sharon Spain, to explore what might be causing these to
inform our intervention
Stephen Firn said he is pleased that a deep dive is taking place. It is also
encouraging to see the CQC and Mandy Stevens have been on the wards and
given positive feedback.
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Leslie Morphy referred to the small increase in the number of incidents,
however it may mean that not all teams are reporting incidents and the
numbers can increase, it will be good to review the outcome from the deep
dive.
Lorna referred to the falls data, and noted the increase not only relates to older
people but also to Working Age Adult services where people have increasing
physical and mobility issues.
Rahul Jaitly referred to Section 5 Quality Improvement (QI) and asked if there
are plans to share this more broadly across the Trust and on the website.
Jonathan Warren said this will be reviewed.
Jennifer Seeley commented in the past early warning signs might also be
picked up via Board Walk-Arounds and is looking forward the QI project
progressing so they can be restarted.

08.19

The Board noted the report.
Activity and Performance Report
Graham Wareham presented the report and highlighted the improvement in
Out of Area Placements (OAPs). However, occupancy and admissions remain
high and children services referrals are expected to rise.
Rahul Jaitly referred to Section 9. Early Intervention and Psychosis Therapy
(EIIP) and asked how we engage with other health providers and educational
services. Helen Rostill said that in terms of support for schools, there is work
within the Primary Mental Health Teams to upskill teaching staff.
Justin Wilson noted this is also an issue for Universities, there is a current
discussion about how we can work better with GP’s and how we support staff
and students.
Fiona Edwards said there is a significant issue nationally regarding children’s
mental health, and that the education sector does not have the resources to
respond. Surrey Heartlands are working with Surrey County Council to help us
define and recognise the whole system for children and looking at where we
can address the most vulnerable.
Stephen Firn referred to the Care Programme Approach (CPA) figures, which
still state that only 80% have received their CPA. He asked if there is evidence
that this will increase. Lorna said that although the figure remains the same,
there is a vast amount of work taking place. Stephen said it would be helpful
for the data to be broken down by the responsible clinician and/or team to
inform this work.
Action. Review CPA figures by clinician/and or team.

09.19

The Board noted the report.
Morality Assurance Quarterly Report
Justin Wilson presented the data from Quarter 3. There have been 350 deaths;
the majority of people who have died are those known to our older peoples
services. A review into the 16 Learning Disability deaths is included in the
report. Good practice identified through the reviews has been shared.
Stephen Firn referred to the table on page 54 and Justin Wilson confirmed
these included people known to our Older People’s Liaison Service.
The Board noted the report.
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Graham
Wareham

10.19

Freedom to Speak up Guardian – Quarter 3
Lynn Richardson joined the Board to share her report noting that 20 concerns
were raised. Although high, it is also positive as it shows people are speaking
up. There are two concerns outstanding which relate to the absence
management policy.
Lynn referred to the case study (Item 3) where a staff member reflected on
where the service could have done more for a person that died. Lorna Payne
asked if she could meet with Lynn to further discuss this.
Rahul Jaitly referred to section 4 and asked if nurses are more likely to speak
up than administrative staff. Lynn Richardson advised that the data given
within the report is national figures.
Ian McPherson referred to the Whistleblowing policy, and Lynn advised there
are national concerns over the title, as it can be off-putting, and this is being
reviewed. The Chair asked Susan Scholefield, as the led Non-Executive
Director of Freedom to Speak up on her view, Susan said it is a very good idea.
Action: Lorna Payne to meet with Lynn Richardson to discuss the case Lorna
study highlighted.
Payne

11.19

The Board noted the report.
Complaints and Compliments
Jonathan Warren presented the report noting both complaints and
compliments remain stable. Response rates remain a challenge and if an
improvement is not seen, the system will need to be reviewed.
Justin Wilson noted it is nice to see the compliments regarding Ashmount.
Helen Rostill noted that nine of the 12 concerns relate to coordination of
medical treatment and she feels this should be reviewed. Jonathan said he will
discuss this with Jo Lynch to see if any of the detail indicates themes.
Rahul Jaitly referred to the compliments and noted how good this is, and asked
if we see this as part of the care awards. Lorna said this would not be part of
the care awards but could be viewed as part of CARE accreditations.
Action. Jonathan Warren to speak with Jo Lynch regarding the detail
within the concerns raised around co-ordination of medical treatment.

12.19

The Board noted the report.
Positive and Safe Quarterly Report
Justin Wilson presented the report noting that the group are focusing on
monitoring restrictive practices. The following was highlighted.






Restraint does not include the use of the safety pod in all Learning Disability
services; initiatives for this to be shared.
Good work around rapid tranquilisation relating to debrief and physical
health monitoring.
Signed up to the STOMP pledge, Board lead is Justin Wilson.
Good work has been undertaken in older people’s services around
reducing anti-psychotic medication.
We are looking at a network of positive and safe champions across the
directorates.
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Jonathan
Warren

Ian McPherson asked Justin how diverse the members of the group are. Justin
said that there is a majority from the Older People Directorate and there is a
need for this to be more varied.
Lorna said that there is a view to pilot the safety pod on Working Age Adult
wards.

13.19

The Board noted the report.
National Community Health Survey
Jonathan Warren presented the report. There is a reduction in people’s
satisfaction in using our mental health services which is shown within the run
charts in the report. Work is being undertaken with services and although we
could add an additional action plan, he feels that we should concentrate on the
current work plan in place.
Stephen Firn said that he broadly agrees with Jonathan’s comments and
although this is a small snap shot, he feels that we should triangulate this
information across services. It is an indicator that we need to renew our efforts
in the work that is taking place.
Rahul Jaitly had a comment on item 4.2; engagement with people who use
services and what therapies can be provided. The perinatal service video was
good and maybe this could be adjusted for other areas. Helen Rostill agreed
and said she would take this forward.
Ian McPherson is minded about what Larrisa said - it is not only what we offer
but how our staff come across and communicate.

14.19

The Board noted the report.
Digital Quarterly Update
Graham Wareham presented the report noting that there is a vast amount of
work on Cyber security and recognises that this is a high risk area for the Trust.
Following changes with the Local Health and Care Record Exemplar
(LHCRE) , the infrastructure should be upgraded.
Rahul Jaitly said that he has discussed this with Toby Avery and Doug Stewart.
The aspect which is important is co-design ensuringe our digital staff work with
clinicians to drive the change forward.

15.19

The Board noted the report.
Value for Money
Graham Wareham presented the report advising the position remains stable
and that we are on track to deliver our Control Total. Out of Area Placement
risks have fallen and there has been a reduction in agency usage.
Susan Scholefield referred to the table summarising the financial position and
how this is subject to disruption in the plan. Graham Wareham explained the
main risk to the plan is out of area placements. Lorna Payne said that complex
care meetings take place where these are reviewed with clinical engagement.
Stephen Firn referred to the cost improvement programmes and the shortfall.
Graham explained that time has been spent reviewing the shortfall on CIP
schemes. Fiona Edwards advised that we as a board need to focus on budget
responsibilities and ensure that there is sufficient resource management.
Rahul Jaitly asked when it would be appropriate to have a section on our
agenda to focus on the influence of the interactions around the wider system.
Fiona said that this is something she
9 has been thinking about as there is a
report on investment gains.

16.19

The Board noted the report.
Risk Report
Julie Gaze presented the report noting changes may be made following
discussions with Stephen Firn and Susan Scholefield. The risks highlighted
within the report have been discussed during the meeting already, e.g. out of
area placements.
Leslie Morphy referred to risk around staff and the nurse apprenticeship
scheme. Leslie feels that with Jonathan leaving we may lose sight of this.
Jonathan Warren said that this will not be the case as Sharon Spain has a
good working relationship with Kingston University and will take this forward.

17.19

The Board noted the report.
Mental Health Act (MHA) Annual review
Jonathan Warren presented the report and noted the Board’s duties in respect
of the Act were discussed at the development session earlier. The following
was highlighted:





Work moves forward with the police.
Continued steady use of Community Treatment Orders (CTO); increase
from 50 to 80 this year.
CQC views on the use of the MH Act is detailed within the report.
Major increase in Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLS); increase from
10,000 to 227,000 per year which puts pressure of our local authorities.

Rahul Jaitly asked a question around training and if there is an opportunity to
engage with acute hospitals to include Mental Health and MHA awareness in
their induction process. Jonathan said this was a good idea and we will move
forward with this.
Stephen Firn referred to Sections 135 as it is not clear on numbers. Jonathan
said he will review and update Stephen.
The Chair said we should recognise the work that is undertaken not just by
clinicians but the administrative team.
Action. Jonathan to review MHA and MH awareness at acute trusts
inductions.
Action. Jonathan to review numbers around S135.
The Board noted the report.
Strategy Delivery
18.19

CQC Compliance
Jonathan Warren presented the report noting the Board are aware we have
now completed our well led review and the review of core services. Overall
feedback received has been positive and our medicines management received
good feedback. The Trust has 13 requirement notices but following comments
received these may be lifted from our report which should be received mid/end
March.
Leslie Morphy noted the positive feedback for the pharmacy team, as this is a
huge improvement. Fiona Edwards said that Simon Whitfield has built a strong
and performing team and he is one of our Quality Improvement experts.
The Board noted the report.
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Warren

19.19

Clinical Quality Indicators
Jonathan Warren presented the report which gives details on the nationally
mandated quality indicators and the locally selected indicators which will be
published in the Quality Account. The Board are asked to comment, and
approval will then come back to the Board in March.
Leslie Morphy feels that one of the indicators should be around waiting times,
Jonathan said he would take this for further discussion to the Quality Assurance
Committee.

20.19

The Board noted the report.
Annual Equality Review
Jonathan Warren said this is an important report, which demonstrates the work
the Trust has undertaken around equality over the year. Since 2016 there have
been a number of key priorities, he recommends to the Board that these are
refreshed next year 2020, especially around Workforce Race Equality Scheme
(WRES) data and service user equality and objectives for people who use our
services.
Ian McPherson agrees with the inclusion of WRES but asked what the process
would be if we choose to refresh. Julie Gaze said that an engagement piece
of work will need to be undertaken; engagement with people who use our
services, carers, families and staff.
Action. Review of objectives to be undertaken for 2020

21.19

The Board noted the report.
New Care Model (NCM) – Tier 4 Forensics
Graham Wareham presented the report explaining that the NCM is a devolution
of specialised commissioning by NHS England. NCM Tier 4 allows us to bring
people to lower secure services or into the community; results are shown within
the report.
Graham updated the Board around the level of discharges achieved from the
private sector is on plan.
Stephen Firn referred to the number of admissions against the planned and
asked that this is reviewed around overspend. Graham advised that this
reflected the level of referrals, i.e. people who have left prison. If we look at the
initial referrals we are ahead of plan.
Fiona Edwards said the line of enquiry is to the prison system which could be
a national issue. We have reviewed system connections in prisons but there
are concerns around funding.

22.19

The Board noted the report.
Delegated Commissioning Bi-Annual Report
Lorna Payne highlighted that this is a service that has been functioning very
well. It is significantly underspent, and this is assisting in overspend in other
areas.
The Chair said this is a good piece of work and that we work well with providers.

23.19

The Board noted the report.
Partnership Governance Quarterly Report
Julie Gaze presented the report, she advised that our partnership
arrangements are becoming more diverse. The Executive Board has reviewed
11
how we reflect and express our provider
partnerships across our services.

Jonathan
Warren

Julie is conscious, regarding considerable discussions around Sustainability
Transformation Partnership (STP) and Integrated Care System (ICS), that
further changes have not yet been implemented but will be made in April.
Jennifer Seeley said that although assurance can be taken from the report
there are still areas of concern. Julie noted that assurance is around reporting
flows however data can be provided in terms of numbers.
Fiona Edwards said as part of our strategic delivery we need to continue to
look at our partnership working. There are emerging other pieces of work i.e.
shared services, and whilst we do not have formal governance responsibilities
now, we may want to explore as a Board, how we deliver our strategy of these
changes.
The Chair asked if the Board are content on how we move forward. The Board
agreed to move forward with the proposal.
Action. Governance review to consider how our partnerships are Julie Gaze
changing, and our strategy

24.19

The Board agreed to move forward with the proposal.
EU Exit
Jonathan Warren presented the report which gives the Board an update on the
current status. There are weekly meetings where risks are reviewed the biggest
being pharmacy. However, there are concerns around medical devices.
Helen Rostill referred the point in the report around pharmacy supplies and
advised the Board that there are some clinical trials which Simon Whitfield, our
Chief Pharmacist is aware of.

25.19

The Board noted the report.
Board Assurance Framework
Julie Gaze advised that the report is submitted twice a year to the Board. It
draws the attention to the risk in achieving our strategic direction; one of the
major ones being Staff.
Stephen Firn said he was surprised to see the staff risk increase. Julie Gaze
noted that although there has been some improvement, the judgement has
been that it is too soon to step this down, and that we continue to have hotspots.
Ian McPherson noted the importance to keep clarification on staffing levels.

26.19

The Board noted the report.
Pastoral and Spiritual Care
Justin Wilson presented the report and said that it is important to assist with
people’s spiritual needs. They have a very positive impact on people’s
recovery and he highlighted the good work that is taking place, especially in
inpatient wards
Ian McPherson welcomed the report, and recognised that it is an extremely
important service.
The Board noted the report.

27.19

Items for Approval
SES (Surrey & East Sussex) Case for Change
Jonathan Warren presented the SES Case for Change to the Board for
12
approval.

Ian McPherson advised that we are closely involved in SES, and that it is very
important that we get the best results for people in East Surrey to build links
with people in the area.

28.19

The Board approved the Case for Change.
Items for Information
Audit Committee Update – 12th December 2019
Graham Wareham noted that the paper was for information and summarises
the meeting of the Audit Committee in December. At the meeting there was a
review of the year end process for 2017/2018 and preparation for 2018/2019
audit.
Chairman’s Signature that the Board Approved the minutes,
subject to any amendments or corrections, which will be
recorded in the minutes for this meeting.
Signed:
Date:
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Item: 33.19

Matters Arising
Minutes of a Meeting Held in Public – 13th February 2019
Ref

Item:

08.19
Public
11.19
Public

Activity and Performance Report
 Review CPA figures by clinician and/or team
Complaints and Compliments
 Speak with Jo Lynch regarding the detail within the concerns raised around coordination of medical treatment.

17.19
Public

Mental Health Act Annual Review
 Review the Mental Health Act and Mental Health awareness at Acute Trusts’ Sharon Spain
inductions



Action

Review numbers on section 135, and provide Stephen Firn with an update

Graham Wareham
Sharon Spain

Sharon Spain

20.19
Public

Annual Equality Review
 Review of Objectives to be undertaken for 2020

23.19
Public

Partnership Governance Quarterly Report
 Governance review to consider how our partnerships are changing, and our
Julie Gaze
strategy

Sharon Spain

Status
Details provided by clinician.
Complete
Further detail being explored
for themes and will be
included in next report to
Board.
Development of training for
acute trusts discussed at
Huddle 2.04.19 and to be
developed with acute
partners.
To be completed.
Review of objectives will be
completed as part of strategy
update strategy - due 2020.
Annual Governance review
will be considered by the
Executive in April, and come
to the Board in May/June

Minutes of a Meeting Held in Public – 10th December 2018
Ref

Item:

Action

136.18
Public

Risk Report
 Discuss the risk report with Stephen Firn and Susan Scholefield, to understand Julie Gaze
how our reporting works, and any changes we may want to make to the Board
report going forward
15

Status
Meeting arranged for
10/04/18. Complete
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

34.19

Paper Title

Chief Executive’s Report

Director

Fiona Edwards, Chief Executive

Report for

Discussion/Information

Discussed to date and
next steps

This report has been prepared specifically for the Board.

Purpose of the paper

This report shares with the Board some of the Chief Executive’s reflections on our
recent work, and draws the Board’s attention to some of the critical features of the
environment within which we are working currently.

How does this
proposal meet our
values?
Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives

Our Chief Executive’s report draws the Board’s attention to key aspects of our work in
line with our values.

Risk Assessments
and Mitigations

The report helps to keep the Board sighted and up to date on those issues which the
Chief Executive believes they need to be aware of, to ensure our Trust is well led.

Data Protection
Impact Assessment
(DPIA)
Outcome of Equality
Analysis

This is not applicable to this report.

Financial Implications

There are no financial implications as a result of this report itself. The report may
comment on the financial implications of items included where relevant.

Our ability to deliver our strategy and make a difference to people’s lives will be
impacted by the environment in which we work.

This is not applicable to this report.

Executive Summary
The Chief Executive’s report shares with the Board updates and reflections on key national, local and internal
(Trust) issues currently impacting on our work.
Positive Findings
 We are now rated as being in Segment 1 by NHS Improvement
 We are on track for the Board to consider our business case for the development of our Abraham Cowley
Unit facility as phase 2 of our 24/7 programme
 We are delighted that our SPA for Adults of Working Age has completed its careful roll out
 The East Surrey area, part of Sussex and East Surrey Sustainability and Transformation Partnership (STP)
will be working more closely with Surrey Heartlands Integrated Care System (ICS) from April
Areas for Improvement


Our teams are continuing to work hard to respond as quickly as possible to children and young people and
their families as demand for (referrals to) our services continue at high levels

1
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1.0

Purpose of this Paper
This report shares with the Board some of my reflections on our recent work and experiences,
and draws the Board’s attention to some of the critical features of the environment within
which we are currently working.

2.0

Reflections
2.1


2.2

National
Trust and System Operational Plans for 2019/20 - the Board approved our Final Plan,
following discussion with our Council of Governors, and it was submitted by 4th April
deadline.
Local



Integrated Care Systems (Frimley and Heartlands ICSs) – we have continued to work
proactively with our system colleagues to develop our plans and priorities and agree our
contracts with our commissioners for 2019/20.



Sussex and East Surrey (SES) Sustainability and Transformation Partnership (STP)
– we have received joint communication from SES STP and Surrey Heartlands that from
1st April 2019 East Surrey will be working more closely with Heartlands ICS.

2.1

Our Trust



Overall Performance – we have been pleased to end the year in a strong performance
overall following our Care Quality Commission Well Led Inspection, and our recent
notification by NHS Improvement that they now rate us as a Segment 1 Trust, the
highest level of autonomy, in accordance with their Single Operating Framework (SOF)
assessment.



Inpatient services – we are on track for the Board to consider our business case for the
development of our Abraham Cowley Unit facility as phase 2 of our 24/7 programme to
modernise our inpatient environments. We are also continuing to pursue options for
phase 3 of our plans for our East Surrey communities.



Waiting times and lists - our teams are continuing to work hard to respond as quickly
as possible to children and young people and their families as demand for (referrals to)
our services continue at high levels.



Single Point of Access (SPA) and Freephone Crisis Line number launch – we are
delighted that our SPA for Adults of Working Age has completed its careful roll out and that
the Freephone Crisis Line launched in March as planned.



Board Changes – following the departure of Jonathan Warren as Chief Nursing Officer &
Deputy Chief Executive on 31st March I am delighted to confirm that Sharon Spain, who
joined us in February as Interim Director of Nursing, will be Acting Chief Nurse whilst we
recruit substantively to this post.
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In addition I have agreed the following changes to portfolios to reflect the revision to the
Chief Nurse’s responsibilities
o

o
o
o
o

3.0

Helen Rostill, Director of Innovation, Development and Therapies will now lead on
Quality Improvement. Helen will be supported by Simon Whitfield, who will add to
his responsibilities as our Chief Pharmacist to be our Director of Quality
Improvement
Justin Wilson, Chief Medical Officer, will lead on Clinical Leadership development
Lorna Payne, Chief Operating Officer, will be our Emergency Planning Resilience
and Response, Brexit lead and our Senior Responsible Officer for our 24/7
programme
Toby Avery, our Chief Digital and Information Officer, will be joining my executive
team, and will attend our Trust Board meetings
Victoria Bishop will report to me as our Interim Director of Human Resources, whilst
we progress recruitment to a strategic Director of Workforce

Recommendation
The Board is asked to consider the Chief Executive’s update.
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

35.19

Paper Title

Quality, Risk and Safety Report

Director

Sharon Spain, Acting Chief Nursing Officer (CNO)

Report for

Discussion

Discussed to date and
next steps

A majority of the issues outlined in this report have been discussed in the Quality, Risk
and Safety Committee, and at the Executive Board.

Purpose of the paper

The Board are asked to comment on and note the report on the following:
 Progress around falls
 Slight improvement in Absence without Leaves (AWOLs) and failure to return
from leave.
 Learning from Diarrhoea and Vomiting (D&V) outbreak.

How does this
proposal meet our
values?
Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives

N/A

Risk Assessments
and Mitigations

A robust review of our quality metrics will ensure we target our attention on those areas
of emerging risk and put measures in place to mitigate and adverse effects.

Data Protection
Impact Assessment
(DPIA)
Outcome of Equality
Analysis

N/A

Financial Implications

No new financial implications related to this report

The critical analysis of all incidents and safety activities and changes to reporting is
essential to ensure that the Trust has clear oversight of any emerging themes/issues
that may affect the delivery of positive outcomes for people using services.

N/A

Executive Summary: The report outlines the areas of compliance that are reviewed and discussed in the monthly
Quality, Risk and Safety Committee. It highlights risks in our staffing, the number of reported incidents and areas
of compliance with agreed standards.
Positive Findings
 Although it is not a trend, there has been a drop in the number of AWOLs and failure to return form leave. This
will be monitored through the section 17 / AWOL group.
Areas for Improvement




February data is still being compiled for our early warning signs so information in this report is replicated from
January report.
There is further work needed around falls. The Terms of Reference for the falls steering group have been
reviewed by the Acting CNO.
A review of the D&V outbreak has highlighted good practice and areas for learning.
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Quality Control
This report reviews quality control dashboards for our services. It merges other quality indicators previously
reported separately, such as positive and safe metrics, and experience and workforce data. All contractual
key performance indicators will be presented in a separate performance report.
Safety
1. EARLY WARNING SIGNS – A REVISED APPROACH
We are in the process of undertaking a review of our management of the Early Warning process to ensure
managers are fully sighted of emerging issues and also have an opportunity to undertake a quality check of
their data prior to publication.
1.1 Early warning signs update – January 2019
Our early warning process involves the monthly gathering and review of individual service performance
against 27 indicators held by our corporate teams about each service. The Early warning indicators are a
vehicle for monitoring our services to determine those we may need to review further.
Six services exceeded the indicator threshold in January 2019 compared to 10 in December 2018. Five of
these services were highlighted last month – Anderson, Clare, Magnolia, Jasmine and Oakwood.
Themes: The following areas were consistently highlighted for those teams hitting the indicator threshold.
INDICATOR
Whistleblowing reported within the year
Temporary leadership
Monthly appraisal rate falls below 80%

No. of teams
5/6

% of teams
83%

5/6
6/6

83%
100%

2.
13 services have been through the accreditation pathway and have been discussed at our Accreditation
panel with 11 of these services now achieving accreditation. We are now working with a further four services
to get them to accreditation.
2.1 Foundation standards Self-assessments 2019
To date 25 annual self assessments have been completed. The Divisional directors will be signing off the
first phase reports in March so they are aware of areas of particular good practice and any gaps in
compliance. The main themes coming out of the self-assessments as needing further development are
Health and Safety, Mandatory and statutory training and Care planning. The greatest compliance was in
safeguarding.
3. Incident Management
In February 2019, 572 incidents were reported on Datix; this is a 2.2% decrease on the 585 reported in
January 2019. Of the 572 incidents reported, 486 resulted in low or no harm. Working age adult (WAA)
remains the highest reporting division with 291 incidents reported in February 2019, which is 50.8% of overall
number of reported incidents across the Trust. 80.7% (235) of the 291 WAA incidents occurred within
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inpatient services. The highest reporting team was Rowan Ward (psychiatric intensive care unit) with 69
incidents reported.
Of the 572 incidents reported in February 2019, 418 (73%) were reported as affecting people who access
our services.

chart 1

chart 2

3.1 Disruptive, Abusive, Aggressive, Violent Behaviour
The most reported type of incident was Disruptive, Abusive, Aggressive, Violent Behaviour (168) followed
by Self-Harming Behaviour (107). For the 168 Disruptive, Abusive, Aggressive, Violent Behaviour coded
incidents a breakdown of the category is in the table below. All of the 49 ‘Other’ – Disruptive, Abusive,
Aggressive incidents have been quality checked to ensure that there was not an alternative category that
could have been selected. Of the 72 incidents of Physical assault, abuse or violence, 38 were reported by
the Working Age Adults directorate with Rowan Ward reporting 26 incidents involving 18 individuals.

chart 3

chart 4

3.2 Restrictive Interventions
Chart 5 below shows that there were 9 incidents (a drop of 7 from January) of seclusion reported in February,
all occurring at Farnham Road Hospital. 8 incidents related to individuals on Rowan ward and 1 person on
Magnolia (but used Rowan ward seclusion facility). 5 different people were involved in these 9 incidents.
Our Positive and Safe Group monitors all restrictive interventions including incidents where seclusions may
have taken place outside of the purpose built room on Rowan.
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There is work in place to embed best practice in the reduction of face down restraints, there were 3 reported
incidents of prone restraint on Rowan ward (a reduction of 2 from last month). These prone restraints
involved 2 different people. We identified that some staff had not completed their PMVA training and
immediate action has been taken to resolve this. The daily hospital safety calls monitors availability of
appropriately trained staff on each shift to mitigate the risk. The care and support offered to all 3 people is
under review.

chart 5

chart 6

3.3 Self- harming Incidents (including non-inpatient incidents),
Of the 107 Self-harming Behaviour incidents 65 were incidents of actual self-harm whilst 22 were
attempted or threatened, the remaining 16 incidents were reported as overdose (intentional,
unintentional, potential) and 4 as “other”. In 34 incidents a ligature was used. The highest reporter of
actual self-harm was Rowan Ward (9). The nine incidents reported were all in relation to one person
whose risk assessment and care plan is regularly reviewed and updated.

chart 7

chart 8

3.4 Slips, Trips & Falls
Chart 9 shows that there has been a small decrease in the number of reported falls of people using
services over the last 3 months and in February there were 18 falls reported. 12 of these falls occurred on
Victoria ward. The others were spread over 3 other inpatient services and 2 social care homes. The falls
relate to 7 different individuals and 3 falls resulting in harm occurred in Victoria Ward.
The Terms of Reference for the Falls group has been reviewed to ensure there are clear improvement
plans in place with timeframes and liaising with experts from outside the Trust to bring in best practice.
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chart 9
4

chart 10

Serious Incidents

In February 2019, our Clinical Safety team reported 7 Serious Incidents (SI) on STEIS. 4 of these incidents
involved the unexpected death of people; all 4 were known to community services. Two incidents were in
relation to falls on Victoria ward (one of our older adult wards). One incident was in relation to an alleged
assault on a person by a member of staff. Investigations are being undertaken and a safeguarding concern
has been raised.

Chart 11

chart 12

The seven serious incidents reported in February are summarised below:
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Date
Date
Registered Occurred
on STEIS

Service
Reporting

Type of SI

Summary of Incident

On 11/01/2019 Reigate Community Mental
Health Recovery Service (CMHRS), were
informed by the police that the individual had
been found to be deceased in their chair.
Informed by another person who uses our
services, and then confirmed by GP Surgery
that patient had died. Actual date of death
unknown at this time

13/02/2019

CMHRS
11/01/2019
Reigate

Unexpected
Death

13/02/2019

01/02/2019

i-access
East

Unexpected
Death

13/02/2019

21/01/2019

24 7
Primrose

Alleged
Assault

Person alleged that a member of staff pushed
her.

13/02/2019

11/02/2019

24 7
Victoria

Fall

Person stood up from their seated position
fell.

15/02/2019

CMHRS
13/02/2019 Surrey
Heath

Unexpected
Death

Telephone call to Single Point of Access
informing person was found deceased at
residence.

20/02/2019

08/02/2019

Unexpected
death

Telephone called received to the team by
persons family member, to inform them that
person had passed away at home.

Fall

Person had a fall on Saturday was seen at
Accident and Emergency (A&E), and returned
to the ward on Sunday. Returned to A&E due
to chest pain, and required admission due to
complications from fall not investigated on
previous admission to A&E.

20/02/2019

5

05/02/2019

CMHRS
Guildford

24 7
Victoria

Physical Health & Infection Prevention & Control

Following the 11 day Diarrhoea and Vomiting (D&V) outbreak on Blake ward, the Director of Nursing requested
a review of any positive practices and any learning from the management of the incident:
positives outlined:




Several ward teams within the Abraham Cowley Unit (ACU) were alerted promptly to the arrival of
D&V on their wards and implemented pre-outbreak procedures to reduce transmission to a second
person. Two out of the three wards successfully managed to do this.
All the wards were well stocked with Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and universal wipes.
Where there are dedicated housekeeping operatives allocated to wards, by our supplier ISS, the
standard of cleaning has improved.

Learning from this incident:
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Staff were not cleaning their desks, phones, keyboards, monitors as frequently as they could have
and universal wipes were locked away in cupboards.
Some of the team’s Infection Prevention Control (IPC) training compliance was below Trust
standards.
The opportunity to obtain stool specimen was lost.
Staff did not adequately isolate the affected ward to contain the outbreak, i.e. staff undertook
informal and unnecessary visits and attended Trust wide training without undertaking a risk
assessment and discussion with the IPC team.
ISS are expected to apply a national colour coded cleaning system but on occasions it appears that
operatives are non-compliant both at ACU and in other parts of the Trust requires. This is being
reviewed as a matter of urgency.

Going forward the IPC team will continue to support ward teams in their response to IPC emergencies
such as D&V via offering training (statutory and mandatory and bespoke) and offer oversight of these
issues through a 6 monthly audit process.
Peoples Experience
6

Complaints & PALS

We received eight formal complaints in February 2019, closed three and dealt with 43 PALS queries (informal
complaints). The eight complaints we received were regarding Records Team, the ACU Assessment Unit,
Psychiatric Liaison Service, CMHRS North East Hampshire, CMHRS Runnymede & Spelthorne, CMHRS
Elmbridge, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) Community SW and our inpatient ward,
Anderson. We received 43 compliments with Mind Matters, SW CAMHS Community Team and CMHRS
Mole Valley services receiving the most for this month.
We currently have one complaint with the Ombudsman for investigation and have recently been advised that
they are proposing not to uphold the complaint.

Chart 13

Chart 14

7. Workforce
7.1 Safe Staffing
In February, we had a small decrease in vacancies (13.10%) however this change is within the variance
values from previous months. It is positive that we have seen a gradual fall over the last 6 months in our
overall turnover rate and this month’s value remains low 16.47%. All Divisions continue to actively recruit to
their vacancies.
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Chart 15

Chart 16

Values related to staff leaving within the first 12 months present little consistency or pattern. We can however
observe that the number of staff that left under these conditions during the first semester of 2017 (Sep-Feb)
has been fairly consistent (181) compared with the same period this year (170). The average over the last 6
months (Sep 2018 - Feb 2019) is 28 leavers headcount per month. During February we had 25 employees
leaving.
8

Interim Staff Cover Distribution

The distribution of interim staffing cover shows that we are still reliant on NHS Professionals (NHSP) and
Agency staff to safely staff our wards. Blake, Anderson, Clare and Victoria wards appear to have reported
the highest percentage number of shifts covered by staff member from an Agency and not NHSP. Our
agency spend is current 23% above our ceiling year-to-date. There is further work needed regarding
understanding the use of 1:1 observations. Recruitment remains underway and we held our nurse
recruitment meeting in Jan were we streamlined the projects in light of the great progress made to date.

Chart 11
9a

CARE HOURS PER PATIENT DAY

This metric is Care Hours per Patient Day (CHPPD). CHPPD is calculated by dividing the actual hours
worked (Registered Nurse (RN) and Health Care Assistant (HCA) separated) by the cumulative count of
patients on each ward at 23:59 each day.
The care hours per patient day required to deliver safer care can vary in response to local conditions, for
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example the layout of wards or the dependency and care needs of the patient group it serves. Comparing
the last two months we can see higher levels of CHPPD at the Meadows, Rowan & Deacon continue to
reflect the assessed level of acuity, dependency and structure of the ward environment. Through the daily
safety calls and staff calculator our staff in these teams plan their shifts and are supported by the rostering
team to ensure they have access to the right level of staff to meet safe staffing and skill mix levels that meet
their needs per each shift.
Care Hours Per Patient Day (CHPPD)
Registered
Care Staff
midwives/
nurses

Ward name

Cumulative count over the month of
patients at 23:59 each day

Blake
Anderson
Clare
Juniper
Magnolia
Mulberry
Rowan
Victoria
The Meadows
Spenser
Deacon

639
497
758
572
507
472
391
651
711
606
152

2.8
2.6
2.3
3.0
2.9
3.0
4.3
2.3
3.0
2.2
7.9

3.4
3.6
2.8
3.4
3.2
4.9
5.6
5.1
10.2
4.6
31.0

Overall
6.4
6.3
5.2
6.6
6.3
8.0
10.0
7.6
14.5
7.8
43.1

Jan 2019

Feb 2019

9b Safer Staffing – 6 monthly report
The Acting Chief Nursing Officer is currently reviewing our existing safe staffing escalation and current
reporting arrangements. We have therefore postponed our next 6 monthly report so that it can reflect the
changes and recommendations arising from this work. A safer staffing report will be bought to the Board at
it’s June meeting in public
10 Staff Engagement


CARE Awards 2019: The Care Awards took place in February and was a successful night



Care Quality Commission (CQC) Inspection: We have received the draft report from the CQC,
and our divisions have completed their factual accuracy checks. We are awaiting publication of the
final report which we expect will be in April.
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Quality Dashboard
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

36.19

Paper Title

Activity and Performance Report

Director

Graham Wareham, Chief Finance Officer
Author: Lisa Page, Head of Performance

Report for

Discussion

Discussed to date and
next steps

Issues noted at the Adult, Learning Disabilites (LD) and Child and Adolescent Mental
Health Services (CAMHS) Contract Review Meeting

Purpose of the paper

The Board is asked to note the following within the report:


How does this proposal
meet our values?

Continued focus on the agreed actions to improve our performance on our quality
standards
 Continued focus to improve our data quality and ensuring the reporting is correct
 Focus on improving bed flow
Monitoring performance is essential to ensure the provision of effective and safe care

Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives

Close monitoring and action in respect of the Trust’s activity and performance will help
to ensure that the Trust is providing the contracted services to its populations.

Risk Assessments and
Mitigations

Action taken to understand our activity and performance levels and take appropriate
action to rectify issues or to agree a way forward with commissioners is a means of risk
mitigation.
Not Applicable

Data Protection Impact
Assessment (DPIA)
Outcome of Equality
Analysis

Not Applicable

Financial Implications

Risk of contractual or legal sanctions if activity and performance levels vary to an
indefensible extent from contract or do not satisfy local need.

Executive Summary
This paper summarises a number of activity and performance issues for the Board’s attention.
Positive Findings
 Good systems in the inpatient units to improve delayed discharges and reduce out of area placements.
 7 day follow up 100% achieved
 Backlog of out of county Initial Health Assessments (IHAs) on target for completion
 Improved Access to Psychogical Therapy (IAPT) recovery rates have improved
Areas for Improvement




Continued focus to improve our data quality and ensuring the reporting is correct
Increase in out of area private beds due to Diarrhoea and Vomiting ward closure
Fall in Care Programme Approach (CPA) 12 month follow up
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Activity and Performance Report
1

Introduction

This report provides activity and performance information based on M11 reporting for February, unless
otherwise stated.
2

Highlights






3.
3.1

Care Programme Approach (CPA) 7 day follow up achieved at 100% in adult and Psychiatric
Intensive Care Unit (PICU) services
New report coming on stream to support early notification of CPA 12 month follow ups due
Reduction in bed occupancy, due to a ward closure related to Diarrhoea and Vomiting (D&V),
reflected in higher out of area beds
Increased Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) recovery rate at 67%
Significant reduction in out of area beds.
Children and Young People’s Services (CYPS)
Child and Adolescent Mental Healt Services (CAMHS)

As reported in January, significant redesign and transformation of services across the children’s system
is needed to ensure that overall demand for a specialist CAMHS response, which remains at elevated
levels, significantly reduces. Some of this transformation is within SaBP’s remit to implement but some
aspects require system change and support.
The model reflects rapid review and redesign of clinical care pathways, particularly the Behavioural
Emotional and Neurodevelopmental (BEN) pathway. Additionally, a redesigned ‘single point of access’
designed to strengthen clinical triage and ‘Advice and Guidance’ to referrers, goes live from April. The
length of time for assessment to treatment on the BEN pathway relates to the availability of Non
Medical Prescibers (NMPs) and medics to perform medication reviews. We now have a significant
increase in the number of NMPs and are in the process of identifying some locum doctors. This will
improve our performance on the waiting list for the BEN service.
The Trust is clear that managing overall demand for children’s services requires a system response
that sees children much earlier in their mental health journey and is in discussion with commissioners
about how we can work together on this.
3.2

Developmental Paediatric Services

Performance of IHAs delivered within timescale has fallen to 30% (from 53% in Dec) of
IHAs delivered on time in January 2019 but this reflects the continued reduction in the back log of
overdue out of county (OOC) IHAs, which is now down to 19, in line with the trajectory to end March to
complete backlog cases.
4.

Inpatient Services

Occupancy fell to 89% (excluding leave), due to the closure of a ward because of a prolonged case of
diarrhoea and vomiting (D&V) and the loss of two beds due to damage. This had a corresponding
impact on inappropriate out of area placements with occupied bed days increasing from 178 in January
to 252 in February, having fallen from the November peak of 690 in November.
There were 14 out of area placement admissions in February (none appropriate), double those in
December.
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The ward was reopened in March and we are expecting inappropriate out of area placements to fall
again in March, benefitting from our increased bed flow management.
We have started looking in more detail at our average length of stay, which has been generally higher
since September than earlie in the year in both Adult Mental Health wards and in the Older People’s
service, but have not as yet found any themes or trends to explain this increse and will report more on
this next month.
We have also been looking at length of stay by ICD10 code and have identified that the top 4 diagnoses
for admissions to our beds are:
ICD 10
F20 Schizophrenia
F31 Bipolar
F33 Depressive
F60 Personality
Disorder

No of Admissions
152
152
105
160

Mean Length of Stay
51
41
32
9

OBDs Per Annum
7,752
6,232
3,360
1,440

There were only 8 people whose discharge was recorded as delayed at the end of February. It was also
8 in November and September 2018 but has otherwise been much higher than this, up to 30 in April.
5.

Early Intervention in Psychosis (EIIP) Waiting Times

In January, 20 people started treatment and 85% had waited two weeks or less. This is above the
average of 78% for the South of England region. In February, for which comparative data is not
available yet, 16 people started treatment and 88% had waited two weeks or less, against a national
target of 53%. The major challenge for our EIIP services relates to the service offering and we are
working with commissioners to expand the skills in the team so that we can offer more cognitive
behaviour therapy and family interventions.
6.

IAPT Recovery Rates

Our recovery rate for February in our IAPT service was 67%. The national target is 50%, so this is an
improving picture.
7. Admissions via Home Treatment Teams (HTTs)
The former NHS Improvement standard required at least 95% of Adult Acute and PICU admissions to
be gate-kept by Home Treatment Teams. This indicator is not in the Single Oversight Framework but is
reported quarterly to NHS England.
We achieved 96.5% for Quarter 3 overall. There was a total of 6 breaches during the quarter. We do
not yet have Q4 details.
8.

CPA 7 Day Follow-up

The NHS Improvement standard requires at least 95% of people on CPA, who are discharged from
Adult Acute or PICU services, to be followed up within 7 days.
We achieved 100% in February.
9.

CPA 12 Month Reviews

In February, 76% of people using our Adult Mental Health services, who have been on CPA for 12
months or more, have had a review within the past 12 months. This has reduced since December
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(81%) and below the former NHS Improvement standard of 95%. Up to now teams have only had
access to reports reporting historically that this standard has been breached. We have now developed
a report on our DART reporting tool that provides a 3 months notification of CPA 12 month reviews that
will expire and expect that this will support clinicians in carrying out these reviews in a timely manner.
15.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The Trust Board is asked to note and discuss the above activity and performance information.
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Annex 1 - Activity and Quality Standards Dashboard
Figure 1: Bed Occupancy

Figure2: Average Length of Stay

Figure 3: Out of Area Beds
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Figure 4: Delayed Transfers

Figure 5: Referral to First Appointment – Community

Figure 6: Re-Referral’s within 28 days
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Figure 7: Re-admissions Within 28 Days
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Figure 8: Length of stay by ICD10 grouping
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Figure 9: EIIP Waiting Times

Figure 10: IAPT Waiting Times & Recovery Rates
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Figure 11: CYPS Eating Disorders Waiting Times

Figure 7: Admissions gate-kept by HTT
Figure 8.1: CPA 7 Day Follow-Up
Figure 8.2: CPA 12 Month Reviews
Figure 12: Admissions Gate-Kept by HTT

Figure 13: CPA 7 Day Follow-Up

Figure 14: CPA 12 Month Reviews
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

37.19

Paper Title

Staff Survey – 2019

Director

Victoria Bishop, Interim Director of HR

Report for

Information

Discussed to date and
next steps

The content of this report has been discussed at Executive Board and will be shared
with Leadership Forum

Purpose of the paper

The Board are asked to note the report with the following:
 The key results of the 2018 staff survey for the Trust
 Comparison of the results with previous years
 The proposed way forward in terms of action planning

How does this
proposal meet our
values?
Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives

Staff surveys gives us the opportunity to listen to people and understand what is going
well for them and what needs improvement

Risk Assessments
and Mitigations

Failure to take action on some of the key results highlighted in this report could
increase the risk of higher turnover and poor staff morale.

Data Protection
Impact Assessment
(DPIA)
Outcome of Equality
Analysis

N/A

Financial Implications

There are no financial implications associated with this report

Our Trust aspires to treat all staff equally. Failure to do so will impact upon our ability
to recruit and retain employees and be demotivating for our workforce

N/A

Executive Summary This report highlights the key findings of the 2018 staff survey and where possible provides
comparisons with the results of the previous year. In addition, the report details a direction of travel in terms of
action planning, focusing on issues which contribute to staff satisfaction rather than seeking to improve every
area.
Positive Findings
 The percentage of staff experiencng harrassment, bullying or abuse from staff in last 12 months has
decreased.
 The perceived fairness and effectiveness of procedures for reporting errors, near misses and incidents
has improved.
 The Trust has positive results when benchmarked to comparable Trusts and to national results
Areas for Improvement




Version 1.2

The response rate has dropped from 68% in 2017 to 59.1% in 2018
Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) staff continue to believe they are discriminated against more than other
staff groups.
Disabled staff scored the highest of all of the staff groups for reporting they had
experienced harrassment, bullying and abuse by patients, relatives, the public and
other staff members in the last 12 months.
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1.

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to summarise the key findings of the 16th annual staff survey which took place
between September and December 2018. Within our Trust we undertook to survey the total workforce
and distributed 2319 surveys using electronic questionnaires to all eligible staff. We achieved a response
rate of 59.1% which is a decrease from 2017 when we achieved 68%. The national response rate for
Mental Health and Learning Disability Trusts was 54%. As with previous years, we invited Surrey County
Council employees within our integrated teams to also take part in the survey. The survey now reports on
themes rather than key findings and some of the rating scales have changed from 1-5 to 1-10.

2.

The National Results in Summary
497,117 staff responded to the NHS staff survey in 2018 and more than 300 NHS Organisations took part.
399,799 were online responses. The overall response rate was 46%. The key changes nationally are
detailed below. The Trust response for the same issue is shown in brackets.
 36.3% (35%) of staff were satisfied with their salary an increase of over 5% from last year but below
the 2016 result of 36.8%;
 27.8% (20%) reported seeing an error, near miss or incident in the last month that could have hurt
patients/service users, close to a 3% increase compared to 2017;
 27.6% (25%) experienced musculoskeletal problems as a result of work activities in the last year,
close to a 2% increase from 2017;
 58.2% (62%) said their organisation treats staff who are involved in an error, near miss or
incident fairly which is a 4% improvement from last year;
 46.1% (49%) of staff said they were satisfied with the extent to which their organisation values their
work, a 3% increase;
 56.4% (65%) of staff said they were satisfied with the recognition they get for good work, almost a
4% increase.

3.

Trust’s Findings 2018 by Theme
Most of the overall theme scores are better than the sector averages, some significantly so. Please refer to
Appendix One which demonstrates our performance in comparison to the best, worst and average scores in
the sector. Appendix Two shows the themes ranked from 1 to 10. Appendix Three gives detail of each
theme.
Compared to the sector we have scored significantly higher in two themes. 100% of the themes have
shown no significant movements since 2017 (noting that there is no comparable data for Theme 4 – Morale)

Significantly better scores are Theme 1, Equality, Diversity and Inclusion with a positive difference of +0.16
and Safe Environment – Violence with the positive difference of +0.18.
4.

Trust’s Findings 2018 by Question Compared to the Sector
Compared to the sector, our Trust has scored significantly higher than our benchmarking sector on 14
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individual questions. Details of the significantly better scores can be found in Appendix Four and
significantly worse scores can be found in Appendix Five.

5.

Trust’s Findings 2018 Compared to 2017 results
Our Trust has scored significant improvements on four questions and declined in two. Details of these can
be found in Appendix Six.

5.

Overall Indicator of Staff Engagement
The rating scale for staff engagement has been changed in 2018 from 0–5 to 0– 10, with 10 being the
best.

The staff engagement score is made up from a combination of the results surrounding; ability of staff to
contribute to improvements at work, their willingness to recommend the Trust as a place to work or
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receive treatment and the extent to which staff feel motivated and engaged with their work.
Details of staff engagement and their recommendation of the orgnsiation as a place to work and receive
treatment can be found at Appendix Seven.
6.

Diversity Findings
In the 2018 staff survey, the diversity findings are based on the following contributions within the 59.1% of
returned questionnaires:
Gender:
Ethnicity:
Disability:
Age:

Male
BME
Disabled
Under 40

21%
23%
15%
30%

Female
White
Not disabled
Over 40

75%
77%
85%
70%

Prefer not to Say

4%

Reviewing our surveys since 2011, there are various trends, particularly in relation to Black and Minority
Ethnic (BME) employees who remain the most positive group in respect of most elements of their working
lives. However, year on year there remains higher levels of perceived discrimination in the workplace by
people who use our services and members of the public against them, but the level of discrimination by
members of staff against employees from a BME background has reduced to similar levels to the rest of the
workforce. The Trust will continue to work with the BME Equality Network and other key staff and groups
over the coming year on these issues.
The other staff group which experiences higher than average levels of dissatisfaction over a range of
questions is our disabled employees. 77% of disabled staff believe there are equality of opportunities for
career progression/promotion compared to 89% of non-disabled staff. Their engagement scores are 6.7
compared to 7.2 for non disabled staff Disabled staff are nearly twice as likely to have exprienced bullying,
harassment and abuse from other colleagues as non-disabled staff.
These results are obviously of concern and we will want to take action in 2018/19 to address them.
7.

Workforce Race Equality Standards (WRES)
This is the third year of collecting WRES reporting data. This data is unweighted and it is evident that our
BME employees have an unequal experience of life at work than our white employees in all but one area.
In all of the indicators we have performed better than the median for our sector. It is also pleasing to note
that there has been an improvement in most of the indicators for BME staff. Although not statistically
significant it is encouraging that the direction of travel is positive.
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8.

Action Planning
The Executive Board, Operations and the Leadership Forum will discuss the results of the survey. Divisions
and Directorates will be discussing the findings with their teams.
As with last year it is proposed that individual Divisions and Directorates will not be asked to develop local
action plans, although it is expected that relevant managers will consider the results for their specific areas
of responsibility and work with colleagues, to make improvements where necessary.
Rather than seeking to develop actions to improve every specific area in the survey, we focus on
improving issues most relevant to staff satisfaction. The proposal is to therefore focus and continue the
work on our changing the way we work initiative that supports staff engagement, culture and morale and
fair treatment, particularly working with the Disability Network to improve their experience of working us.
To take these forward, we will as far as possible link with existing workstreams and/or quality improvement
projects to ensure there is no duplication of effort or additional work created where this is not necessary.
The advantage of this approach is that it allows us to give some focused attention to key issues which
have a significant impact on staff satisfaction and make changes that provide tangible improvements.
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Appendix One – Results Overview
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Appendix Two – Ranked Themes
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Appendix Three – Detailed Findings on Themes
3.1 Staff Engagement
The overall staff engagement for the Trust is 7.13 out of a possible score of 10 – a slight improvement since
2017 and above the sector score of 7.09
3.2 Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
The overall score for this theme has improved slightly since the 2017 survey and is significantly better than
the sector. 87% of staff agree that the organisation acts fairly with regard to career progression. Both of the
scores around staff experiencing discrimination are better than in 2017.
3.3 Health and Wellbeing
The overall score for this theme has got slightly worse since the 2017 survey. 88% of staff responded
positively that the organisation take positive action on health and wellbeing – this is lower than the sector
average – and less than two thirds are satisfied with the opportunities for flexible working patterns.
38% of staff report feeling unwell due to work related stress in the last 12 months and 55% of staff said they
had to come to work in the last three months, despite not feeling well enough to perform their duties. 17% of
staff reported feeling pressure from their manager to come into work. 92% of staff put themselves under
pressure to come into work which is in line with the sector but is very high.
3.4 Immediate Managers
The overall score has declined very slightly since the 2017 survey with the question around immediate
manager valuing their work has seen the biggest decline. Compared to other similar Trusts we are in line
with the average on all of the scores in this sector
3.5 Morale
The overall theme score is slightly below the sector average and comparisons between questions are
mixed. The Trust scored better than other similar Trusts on receiving the respect staff deserve from
colleagues, but worse on having unrealistic time pressures and likelihood of looking for a job elsewhere in
the next 12 months (23%).
3.6 Quality of Appraisals
85% of staff reported having an appraisal in the last 12 months which is in the bottom 20% of comparator
Trusts. Overall the theme score has declined slightly since 2017.
3.7 Quality of Care
The overall theme score has improved slightly since 2017. The score for staff saying they are able to deliver
the quality of care they aspire to has improved and is slightly above the sector average but the percentage
who are satisfied with the quality of care they give patients/service users is lower than the sector average.
3.8 Safe Environment – Bullying and Harassment
The Trust compares well to other similar Trusts in the sector but here have been small declines in the
scores since 2017.The overall theme score has improved slightly since 2017.
3.8 Safe Environment – Violence
The scores on violence have improved since 2017, and are significantly better than the sector. 92% of staff
said that the last time they experienced violence at work they or a colleague reported it.
3.9 Safety Culture
The overall theme has declined slightly but we generally compared well with other similar Trusts and have a
higher overall theme score. 76% of staff would feel safe raising concerns about unsafe clinical practice.
64% say they are confident that their concerns would be addressed and 77% feel the Trust acts on
concerns raised by patients/service users.
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3.8 Additional – Job Satisfaction
The most notable changes were staff saying that they have adequate supplies and resources to do their
work, which has declined significantly and staff satisfaction with their level of pay has increased significantly.
Scores around receiving recognition for good work, and on support from colleagues have improved slightly
3.8 Additional – Senor Managers
There are some very small changes to the scores on these questions and the Trust is in the middle 60% of
similar Trusts in the survey.
3.8 Additional – Patient Feedback
Our scoring was broadly similar to other Trusts. Two of the scores in this section have got worse, most
notably the score on whether staff receive regular updates on patient/service user experience.
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Appendix Four – Comparison to Sector
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Appendix Five – Comparison to Sector
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Appendix Six – Comparison to 2017
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Appendix Seven – Engagement Detail
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

38.19

Paper Title

Value for Money (Month 11 – February 2019)

Director

Graham Wareham – Chief Finance Officer / Deputy Chief Executive Officer

Report for

Discussion/Information

Discussed to date and
next steps

Value for Money performance is reviewed monthly by the Director of Finance and Chief
Finance Officer, with emerging issues discussed at Financial Recovery Plan meetings.
Finance Business Partners review performance monthly with Divisional Directors and
their budget holders.

Purpose of the paper

The Board is asked to note the report and the following matters in particular:
 An in month surplus of £11m, £0.1m better than plan
 A forecast Cost Improvement Plan (CIP) gap of £1.5m
 Forecasting to achieve Control Total, subject to balance sheet releases to
offset operational cost pressures, and the successful West Site sale

How does this
proposal meet our
values?

Control of our finances demonstrates a commitment to honesty, openness and
integrity.

Health/Social impact –
contribution to our
objectives

Delivery of the Trust’s financial targets will help to ensure the sustainability of services
and that the Trust remains in control of its services.

Risk assessments and
mitigations

All areas of savings have been assessed to ensure that there is no adverse impact on
any particular group of staff or services users.

Data Protection
Impact Assessment
(DPIA)
Outcome of equality
analysis

Not applicable

Financial Implications

The attached report highlights the current financial position and forecast to year end.

Not applicable

Executive Summary
This paper highlights the key messages from the M11 financial results.

Positive Findings
 Forecasting to achieve Control Total for the year, subject to the successful West Site sale
 Strong cash position
 Use of Resources score of 1
Areas for Improvement



Full CIP delivery is not achievable and has been offset by balance sheet releases and property sale gains
Irrecoverable operational overspends also offset by the above

Version 1.2
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Value for Money Report to 28 February 2019
1.

Introduction
This report sets out the February value for money position.

2.

Value for Money Headlines
2.1. For the period to 28th February 2019 (M11) the Trust recorded a year-to-date surplus of £11m. This
is £0.1m better than plan.
2.2. The table below summarises the Trust’s financial position at end month 11:
Annual Plan
£m
163.1
(156.6)
6.5
(6.5)
(3.0)
0.0
(3.0)
15.3
12.3
11.9
0.0
0.0
24.2

Income
Expenditure
Sub Total (EBITDA)
Depreciation & Amortisation
Dividends on PDC
Other
Surplus / (Deficit)
STF
Surplus / (Deficit)
Profit on Disposal
Share of profit/ (loss) of associates/ joint ventures
Fixed Asset Impairments
Surplus / (Deficit) (NHSI Control Total)

YTD Plan
YTD Actuals YTD Variance
£m
£m
£m
149.6
156.0
6.4
(143.6)
(150.7)
(7.2)
6.0
5.3
(0.7)
(5.9)
(6.1)
(0.2)
(2.8)
(2.8)
(0.0)
0.0
0.1
0.1
(2.7)
(3.5)
(0.8)
13.5
13.5
(0.0)
10.8
10.0
(0.8)
0.1
1.0
0.8
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.9
11.0
0.1

2.3. The Trust position is broken down further by Division in appendix 1.
3.

Operational Outturn
3.1. The Trust has experienced year-to-date overspends in a number of areas:








Higher than planned costs in our community Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services
(CAMHS) and One Stop service, due to the continuing high levels of demand
Overspends in our Children and Family Health Surrey (CFHS) contract on locums and admin
staff required to support the medical need
Higher than planned costs in our Adult Mental Health inpatient services, given the level of
patient acuity driving higher levels of enhanced observations; increased spend on drugs; and
significant private sector bed spend, including for patients medically fit for discharge but without
a safe place to be referred to
Learning disability overspends, due to a number of beds not yet recommissioned and reduced
activity
Higher than planned spends within our Workforce directorate on education spending
Chief Medical Officer overspends relating to junior doctors
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4

3.2

These are offset by underspending in delegated commissioning, as a result of effective practice,
and higher than planned profit on disposal of Crisis House and Shaw’s Corner, sold earlier in the
year.

3.3

Releases during the year from the balance sheet, relating to provisions that were no longer
required, partially offset the overspends and the better than planned property disposal proceeds
have enabled us to recover the operational position to control total at end February (M11).

Cost Improvement Plan (CIP) Delivery
 We are reporting a shortfall of £1.4m year to date in CIP delivery against plan. The overall CIP risk
for the year is £1.5m or 20% (excluding the risk on children’s services). This forecast has remained
stable all year. This has been offset by non-recurrent schemes to ensure we can deliver our control
total.

5

Risks and Opportunities to Control Total Delivery
5.1 At this stage in the year, we are forecasting that our ongoing operational overspends are manageable,
given our balance sheet position and property sale gains, and that we will achieve our year end Control
Total, subject to the successful completion of the sale of the parcel of land known as the West Site at
Chertsey.

6

Agency Usage
6.1

7

Use of Resources Metric
7.1

8

The Trust’s finance and use of resources metric was the highest score at 1, again better than the 2
recorded for the same period last year, reflecting the fact that we are managing to achieve control
total and have improved our agency usage and capital cover.

Cash Flow and Aged Debt
8.1

9

Our agency ceiling set by NHS Improvement was reduced in 2018/19 to £5.8m p.a. YTD. The Trust
is performing at 23% above the agency ceiling YTD which, whilst still off plan, is a significant
improvement on last year’s performance, which was 28% above the higher £6.7m ceiling, at the
same point in the year. This is a noteworthy achievement.

The Trust continues to manage its cash well and had a cash holding of £22.4m at the end of
February.

Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1

The Board is asked to note the report.
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Appendix 1 – Breakdown of the YTD Financial Position by Division

Trust Board Director
Chief Operating Officer

Chief Operating Officer Total
Chief Executive
Chief Medical Officer
Chief Nursing Officer
Innovation
New Care Model - CAMHS T4
Workforce
Chief Finance Officer

Division
Adult Mental Health
Children and Young Peoples Services
Chld and Fam Hlth Surrey
Chief Operating Officer
Delegated Commissioning
Learning Disabilities Services
Older People Mental Health
Specialist Services

Finance, Property, Procurement and Digital
Other

Chief Finance Officer Total
Corporate Total
Surplus / (Deficit)

YTD (Over) /
Under Spend
£m
(2.115)
(0.279)
(0.307)
(0.010)
1.745
(0.363)
(0.075)
(0.048)
(1.453)
0.017
(0.210)
0.007
0.051
(0.065)
(0.539)
0.203
2.048
2.251
1.513
0.060

Appendix 2 – Consolidated Accounts

Income
Expenditure
Sub Total (EBITDA)
Depreciation & Amortisation
Dividends on PDC
Other
Surplus / (Deficit)
STF
Surplus / (Deficit)
Profit on Disposal
Share of profit/ (loss) of associates/ joint ventures
Fixed Asset Impairments
Surplus / (Deficit) (NHSI Control Total)
Impairment
SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)
SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)

Annual Plan
£m
189.8
(183.3)
6.5
(6.5)
(3.0)
0.0
(3.0)
15.3
12.3
11.9
0.0
0.0
24.2
0.0
24.2
24.2
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YTD Plan
YTD Actuals YTD Variance
£m
£m
£m
174.0
180.4
6.3
(168.0)
(175.1)
(7.1)
6.0
5.3
(0.7)
(5.9)
(6.1)
(0.2)
(2.8)
(2.8)
(0.0)
0.0
0.1
0.1
(2.7)
(3.5)
(0.8)
13.5
13.5
(0.0)
10.8
10.0
(0.8)
0.1
1.0
0.8
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.9
11.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.9
11.0
0.1
10.9

11.0

0.1

Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

39.19

Paper Title

Risk Report

Director

Julie Gaze, Director of Governance and Planning

Report for

Discussion/Information

Discussed to date and
next steps

We discuss high level risks and actions each week at the Safety Huddle and monthly at
Executive Board. We are currently further developing our risk management practices
and this report will evolve with these.

Purpose of the paper

The Board’s attention is drawn to the following key risks and our actions to mitigate
them this month:








Pressures: staffing availability
Pressures: bed availability
Children’s and Young People’s services: managing well demand to respond quickly
and improve services across the wider system, to achieve good outcomes and
improve life chances
Scale of Change: delivering our plans for service transformation and Brexit
preparations
Data and Use of information and digitally enabled practice: improving the ability of
our data and reporting to support practice
Inpatient Services: (Pressures and Environment – see above also) ensuring our
services are safe, effective, caring, and responsive and well led at all times.
Waiting Times: managing well demands for our community services to ensure our
services are always responsive to people’s needs and risks

How does this
proposal meet our
values?
Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives

An active approach to risk management is essential to providing services in line with
our values. Our risk appetite and management strategy is defined by the Board.

Risk Assessments
and Mitigations

The actions outlined in the report are mitigating the potential severity of some high
level risks.

Data Protection
Impact Assessment
(DPIA)
Outcome of Equality
Analysis

Not applicable for this report.

Financial Implications

There are no additional financial liabilities identified.

It is important for us to identify any risks to our achievement of providing services that
are caring, responsive, safe, effective and well led.

Not applicable for this report.

Executive Summary
The Board is asked to consider the risks and whether it is satisfied with the mitigating actions being taken to
address them and / or it requires additional assurance.
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Positive Findings
 Plans are in place to mitigate our highest risks.
 Staffing - we have seen some improvements but still have some areas with long term vacancies
 Bed Pressures – the levels of Out of Area Placements (OAPs) has improved since November’s high but
pressures for admission continue
 Children and Young People’s services - the interim plan was completed successfully
 Inpatient services: our Chief Operating Officer is leading our Inpatient Improvement Board to achieve
improvements and embed change
Areas for Improvement
Our highest risks are:





Pressures: Staffing remains a significant risk requiring continuous proactive management
Pressures: Bed pressures have continued, with particularly high demand for children and young people
with complex needs over recent weeks
Children’s and Young People’s services – demand (referrals) into our services however continue at higher
levels; our focus is particularly on improving assessment to treatment times for our Behavioural Emotional
and Neurodevelopmental (BEN) pathway following the interim plan’s success
Waiting times - our recent work, supported by NHS Improvement, has identified a need to have a
systematic way of managing referrals within our community mental health services
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1.0

Purpose of this Paper
This paper draws to the Board’s attention the key risks identified through our operations (through the
High Level Risk Register, and Executive Board and Safety Huddle discussions) and our actions to
mitigate them this month.

2.0

Key Risks and Mitigating Actions
The Board’s attention is drawn to the following key themes associated with the highest rated risks this
month affecting our operations:Pressures - Staffing
Managing the pressures arising from the demand on our services which continue; including managing
our staffing levels, particularly in our inpatient services, and during peak holiday periods when
temporary staff are more scarce.
Several risks have been identified regarding these pressures:- Staffing - vacancies, retention and recruitment (Links to Risk Register: 1865, 2279, 1944, 2092)

Key Mitigations (latest additional actions)
 Implementation of scheme to enhance nurse training and Chief
Officer
recruitment approved at March Executive Board

Nursing Sept.
19

Pressures - Beds
Managing the pressures arising from the demand on our services which continue; including managing
demand for beds when people need them to reduce the number of people being admitted to Out of
Area Placements (OAPs).
Several risks have been identified regarding these pressures:- Bed occupancy - consistent occupancy over 85% leading to delays in access to acute emergency
treatment. Bed occupancy has increased again, and availability for children and young people
continues to be difficult to source when needed. Out of Area Placements have reduced from high
in November but pressure is ongoing. There has been a high number of children and young
people requiring assessment and support packages over the last week. (Links to Risk Register:
2237, 1817, 1984, 2288)
Key Mitigations (latest additional actions)
 Single Point of Access - roll out and new Crisis Line number launch Chief Operating
Officer
completion




April 19

Jun 19
Care pathways development – continued negotiations to support Chief Operating
system investment for Surrey High Intensity Partnership Officer / Director
Programme (SHIPP) and new pathway for people with personality of Innovation,
Development &
disorder
Therapies
Tier 4 Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) Chief Operating May 19
collaboration – progression of new care models discussions with Officer / Director
of
Innovation,
potential partners
Development and
Therapies
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Children’s and Young People’s Services (CYPS)
Managing well the demand for, and our transformation of, our Children’s and Young People’s services
so that we are able to respond to the needs of children and young people and their families as quickly
as we would like; and play our part in improving services across our wider health and social care
system.
The following risks have been identified:- Surrey Mindsight CAMHS - (Links to Risk Register: 1949, 2282, 2153)
- Children and Family Health Surrey Community Paediatrics - (Links to Risk Register:)
- Eating Disorders
- System and partnerships governance - (Links to Risk Register: 2236, 1947, 2051, 1951)
See also Pressures – Beds (Tier 4 CAMHS); Waiting Times and Lists
Key Mitigations (latest additional actions)
 Surrey Mindsight CAMHS – go-live transfer of One Stop to our Chief Operating April 19
Officer
CYPS Single Point of Access from 01.04.2019
Inpatient Services
Ensuring our inpatient services (for people of working age) provide safe, effective, caring, responsive
and well led services for people receiving care, and for those working within them
Environment - (Links to Risk Register: 2290, 2265)
Staffing – (Links to Risk Register: see also Pressures risk section above)
Experience - (Links to Risk Register: 2044)
Key Mitigations (latest additional actions)
 24/7 programme - development of Outline Business Case - for Chief Medical
Officer / Chief
approval by Board
Operating Officer
 Falls review – the Terms of Reference for our Falls group to be Acting Chief
Nursing Officer
reviewed by our Acting Chief Nurse

May 19



Jun 19

Section 17 leave – Task and Finish group review of our practices Chief Operating
regarding leave, to help reduce the number of people leaving our Officer
inpatient facilities when they should not (Absent Without Leave)

May 19

Waiting Times
Waiting Times: managing well demands for our community services to ensure we are appropriately
responsive to people’s needs and risks.
Staffing – (Links to Risk Register: see also Pressures risk section above)
Experience - (Links to Risk Register: , See also Children’s services risk section above)
Key Mitigations (latest additional actions)
 Management systems - development of Patient Tracking system to Chief Operating
support consistent and systematic reporting of waiting times from Officer / Chief
Financial Officer
referral to assessment and to treatment
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May 19

Scale of Change & Plan Delivery
Ensuring we implement our plans well to transform our services to provide safe, caring, responsive,
effective and sustainable models of care that make the best use of the resources we have.
The following risks have been identified:- System Preparedness and Collaboration - (Links to Risk Register: 2263, 2195)
Key Mitigations (latest additional actions)
 Brexit preparedness – implement our actions to minimise risk of Chief Operating
Officer
disruption due to Brexit (see separate paper)

Apr 19

Data - Use of information and Digitally Enabled Practice
Improving the ability of our data and reporting, and their use, to support practice and quality
improvement.
The following risks have been identified:- Practice - (Links to Risk Register: 2247, 2240)
- Security / Resilience - (Links to Risk Register: 1644, 2009)
- Access to Records Requests - (Links to Risk Register: 2070)
Key Mitigations (latest additional actions)
 Ensure digital plan aligns with investment profile and service Chief Information
transformation priorities within the Operational Plan to make best Officer / Chief
Finance Officer /
use of resources available
Director of
Governance and
Planning

3.0

Apr 19

Recommendation to the Board
The Board is asked to consider the risks and whether it is satisfied with the mitigating actions being
taken to address them and / or if it requires additional assurance.
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

40.19

Paper Title

Annual Operational Plan 2018/19 - 2019/20 - Transformation and Delivery Plan report

Director

Julie Gaze, Director of Governance and Planning

Report for

Discussion

Discussed to date and
next steps

The Board approved our Annual Operational Plan 2018/29 at its meeting in April 2018
prior to its submission to NHSI on 30th April. The Plan was informed by two joint
planning workshops held by the Board and Council of Governors and was presented to
the Council in June 2018.
This paper provides an update on our delivery of our key service plans in accordance
with our agreed Plan for 2018/19 (anticipated position at year end – Qtr4).

Purpose of the paper

In April we agreed to prioritise a number of key projects for delivery this year. This
report highlights achievements in Quarter 4, challenges where projects are at risk of
non-delivery to original timescales or delays and any changes to the agreed Plan.
It has been informed by discussions at the Annual Plan Delivery Board and Executive
Board in March.
Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives
Impact on Risk

Our Plan identifies the milestones for delivery of our strategy over the next 2 - 5 years.
It sets out our objectives for service development and quality improvement to ensure
we are safe, effective, caring, responsive and well led whilst offering good value for
money for the taxpayer.
If we do not plan well we will jeopardise our ability to deliver our Strategy to continually
improve our services and make the best use of the resources we have available to us.

Financial Implications

Our financial plan is developed as an integral part of our annual Plan process.

History

Our Strategy sets out our ambitions for people over the next 5-10 years. Each year we
are required to submit a Plan to NHS Improvement. NHSI use this to performance
manage us throughout the year on a quarterly basis. Our Plan this year will set out our
priorities and how we will use our resources to deliver these over the next 2-5 years.

Executive Summary
This paper provides an update on our delivery of our key service plans in accordance with our agreed Plan for
2018/19 so far this year and an overview of the risks to our strategic objectives this year. The following milestones
have been reached since January 2019:






Our new Single Point of Access for Working Age Adults phased roll out completed its first phase the end of last
year; we have now also commenced roll out in North West and are about to commence in the South this
quarter.
Our Mindsight Surrey Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) services are getting ready to take
over the running of the One Stop element of our partnership from 1st April 2019.
Our 24/7 Hospital Facilities programme is progressing in developing the Outline Business Case (OBC) for the
Abraham Cowley Unit (ACU)
Our Services for People with Learning Disabilities have enabled people formerly living in our Courthill House
service to move to new placements and Courthill House has now closed.
We continue to explore options for developing a Tier 4 CAMHS New Care Models partnership.
Primary Care Networks (previously called Primary Care Homes) pilot – is progressing with recruitment going well.
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Positive Findings
 We are making good progress across our priority service transformation plans
 We have been successful in securing further investment in services to improve the experiences and access to
services for people within our communities
 Our plans continue our work to deliver our clinical strategy working with partners across the system
 Our plans continue our work to deliver our clinical strategy working with partners across the system
 We celebrated the achievements of staff, volunteers and partners at our annual CARE Awards in February
2019.
Areas for Improvement
 Our Children and Young People’s services will need continued system support and investment to implement the
findings from the external reviews to offer sustainable improvement for children, young people and their families
 The demands placed on our services and teams to deliver change and respond to new initiatives within our
Integrated Care System (ICS) / Sustainability and Transformation Partnerships (STPs) continue; we need to
make sure we strike the right balance between being responsive and opportunistic with the need to be realistic
about our teams capacity to deliver everything being asked of them safely
 There is still a risk that the STP priorities do not align sufficiently with our capacity to deliver alongside other
needed improvements
 We need to invest more in staff’s capacity and capability and digital tools to facilitate the scale of transformation
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1.0

Purpose of this Paper
This paper provides an update on our delivery of our key service plans in accordance
with our agreed Plan for 2018/19 over the last quarter.

2.0

Service Plan Delivery Year to Date
To date the following milestones have been reached in our priority service plans:






3.0

Our new Single Point of Access for Working Age Adults phased roll out
completed its first phase the end of last year; we have now also commenced roll
out in North West and are about to commence in the South this quarter.
Our Mindsight Surrey Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services
(CAMHS) services are getting ready to take over the running of the One Stop
element of our partnership from 1st April 2019.
Our 24/7 Hospital Facilities programme is progressing in developing the Outline
Business Case (OBC) for the Abraham Cowley Unit (ACU)
Our Services for People with Learning Disabilities have enabled people formerly
living in our Courthill House service to move to new placements and Courthill
House has now closed.
We continue to explore options for developing a Tier 4 CAMHS New Care Models
partnership.
Primary Care Networks (previously called Primary Care Homes) pilot – is
progressing with recruitment going well. These will be known as GPIMH (GP
Integrated Mental Health) services going forward.

New Projects
In addition to the above progress on the projects agreed at the start of the year the
following projects have commenced in Quarter 4.


Criminal Justice Liaison and Diversion Service – following our unsuccessful bid our
team has commenced the project to transition this service to the new provider.

We have also been progressing our plans for next year.
4.0

Significant Milestones (due March)
The following milestones are expected to be reached during March:

5.0

Our Technology Integrated Health Management (TIHM) project is expecting to
submit its self-certification as a medical device during March once due diligence is
completed.

Risks
The following risks to delivery of our Plan continue:




Availability, capacity and capability of our staff to manage change as well as
day to day pressures
Capacity and capability to balance the scale of demands and expectations for
change, within our Plan and additionally from Sustainability and Transformation
Partnerships (STPs) / Integrated Care Systems (ICSs), with the need to
continue the safe, effective and responsive delivery of our core services
Availability capacity and capability of our digital systems and tools to facilitate
change
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

41.19

Paper Title

Collaborative Procurement Partnership LLP (CPP LLP) quarterly update

Director

Graham Wareham, Chief Finance Officer / Deputy CEO

Report for

Discussion/Information

Discussed to date and
next steps

This paper is drawn from material and reports previously made to the NHS Commercial
Solutions Management Board on the 6th March 2019 and at the SABP Trust Board on
the 10th December 2018

Purpose of the paper

The Board is asked to comment on and note the report on the following with regard to
the CPP LLP:
a.
Contract Implementation and Mobilisation Update
b.
Governance and Leadership arrangements
c.
Business Plan
This proposal sees NHS organisations working together to ensure we purchase goods
and services that are fit for purpose and represent value for money. This is essential in
the delivery of the following values:

Treat People Well

Involve not Ignore

Create Respectful Places

Open, Honest Accountable
Participation in the Department of Health and Social Care(DHSC) National
Procurement Transformation Programme (PTP) to ensure the delivery of productivity
and efficiency and clinical quality in the supply of goods to NHS Acute, Community and
Mental Health Service providers.
The CPP LLP plays an active national role in managing the risk of price increases in
goods and services used by the NHS.

How does this
proposal meet our
values?

Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives
Risk Assessments
and Mitigations
Data Protection
Impact Assessment
(DPIA)
Outcome of Equality
Analysis

Not Applicable

Financial Implications

The CPP LLP will receive payments against expenditure through open book costing,
and a margin against successful achievement of its targets and KPI’s. If the CPP LLP
delivers its anticipated savings its owning Trusts will receive a profit payment.

Not Applicable

Executive Summary
This is a progress update on the award by DHSC to the Collaborative Procurement Partnership (CPP LLP) as a
Category Tower Service Provider.
CPP LLP are forecast to deliver against Contract Year 1 savings target for all three Category Tower Service
Providers. Outline plans have been developed for Contract Year 2, and work is already underway to detail the
implementation plans within each Tower. A number of opportunities have been identified which are being treated
as priority projects, and we will be looking to member trusts to work with us closely in order to support and
expedite savings delivery. These include the Stoma Care initiative and deployment of a standardised woundcare
procedure pack across acute and community trusts.
CPP LLP was awarded: Tower 2 (Sterile Intervention Equipment and Associated Consumables), Tower 4
(Orthopaedics, Trauma, Spine and Ophthalmology) and Tower 5 (Rehabilitation, Disabled Services, Women's
Health and Associated Consumables).
Version 1.2
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Services went live to the NHS on the 8th May 2018. The aim of the Future Operating Model (FOM )is to realise
savings of £2.4bn (from 2015/16 when the PTP began) based on an increase in national uptake of NHS Supply
Chain use during the first five years of operation, with an end-state annual saving of £615m in real terms from
2022/23 onwards1. CPP LLP with their 3 Medical Category Towers will contribute towards delivery of this target.
Positive Findings
 Surrey and Borders NHS Foundation Trust are one of the four owning NHS Trust organisations of the CPP
LLP, which has secured the award for 3 Medical Category Towers. Contract implementation and go live was
successful.
 All potential Trust redundancy liabilities associated with the FOM Category Towers have been mitigated.
Control and influence over clinical procurement. Generates Income and margin. System leadership in
delivery of a key element of a national programme for the whole NHS.
Areas for Improvement


1
2

Currently procurement is very fragmented as of October 2017 it was quoted that NHS Supply Chain provided
40% of the procurement route. The FOM will look to double this to 80% 2.

https://www.supplychain.nhs.uk/sccl/~/media/Files/News/FOM_HANDBOOK%20Oct%202017.ashx
https://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/sites/default/files/2017-06/FOM_general_guide_0.pdf
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1. Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to update this Board on progress following the award of the Category Towers
contract by the DHSC to the Collaborative Procurement Partnership (CPP LLP). Following Business Case
approval at the Trust Board on the 11th October 2017, SaBP signed a 3-year contract with DHSC, with up
to a 2 year extension (in 1-year extension periods) as part of the CPP LLP. CPP LLP are forecast to
deliver against Contract Year 1 savings target for all three Category Tower Service Providers.
This contract is for the delivery of national procurement services as part of the DHSC “National Supply
Chain” service to the NHS in three clinical categories, now referred to as Category Towers, namely:
Tower 2 Sterile Intervention Equipment and associated consumables
Tower 4 Orthopaedics, Trauma, Spine and Ophthalmology
Tower 5 Rehabilitation, Disabled Services, Women’s Health and Associated Consumables
The Board is asked to note this update and progress made to date in the following areas:
Implementation and mobilisation of this contract from the 8th November 2017, and successful
commencement of delivery of Category Tower services via the CPP LLP operating model from the 8th May
2018, the start date of the new service to the NHS.
2. Recommendation
The recommendation is that the Board note this paper.
3. Service Update
The Category Towers went live on the 8th May and are now in its 10th month of operation.
CPP LLP are forecast to deliver against Contract Year 1 savings target for all three Category Tower
Service Providers. Outline plans have been developed for Contract Year 2, and work is already underway
to detail the implementation plans within each Tower. A number of opportunities have been identified
which are being treated as priority projects, and we will be looking to member trusts to work with us
closely in order to support and expedite savings delivery. These include the Stoma Care initiative and
deployment of a standardised woundcare procedure pack across acute and community trusts.
CPP LLP – operational arrangements
Helen Lisle took up her appointment as the Managing Director of CPP LLP on the 9th July 2018 and has
been working hard during that period to ensure full establishment of the senior management team which
includes the appointment of Clare Povey as Director of Business and Performance.
4. Governance and Leadership
The CPP LLP Members Board meet on a regular quarterly basis. The day to day activities of CPP LLP is
led by the Managing Director, Helen Lisle supported by the CPP LLP Operational Delivery Board.
The chair will be rotated between Trusts and will be reviewed after 12 months .The Operational Delivery
Board continues to meet on a monthly basis.
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5. Business Plan
The CPP LLP is contributing to the aim of the Future Operating Model (FOM), to realise savings of £2.4bn
(from 2015/16 when the PTP began) based on an increase in national uptake of NHS Supply Chain use
during the first five years of operation, with an end-state annual saving of £615m in real terms from
2022/23 onwards via the development of National Category Strategies, ensuring Category Tower teams
work closely with Getting it Right First Time (GIRFT) colleagues, Clinical and Product Assurance (CaPA)
and Trust clinical leads and networks to ensure quality and patient safety underpins all decision making.
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

42.19

Paper Title
Director

Children and Family Health Surrey (CFHS) Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) Quarterly
Report
Graham Wareham, Chief Finance Officer / Deputy CEO
Author: Trudy Mills Director of CFHS

Report for

Discussion and note

Discussed to date and
next steps

Previous committees or groups consulted and next steps – these updates were
discussed at the LLP Board on the 27th March 2019.

Purpose of the paper

The Board are asked to note the progress on the following:
 Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) re-visit
 Board on notice given on SABP Centene Contract – transfer arrangements
 Operational and performance update: Therapies, IHA’s, 12 months review
 Enablers: Digital progress on RIO Merge

How does this
proposal meet our
values?
Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives

Open honest and accountable

Risk Assessments
and Mitigations

An LLP risk register identifies both financial and clinical risks to meeting the
requirements of the service specification and delivery of high quality and safe services.

Data Protection
Impact Assessment
(DPIA)
Outcome of Equality
Analysis
Financial Implications

Demonstrating system and partnership working and sharing responsibility.
CFHS progress in service delivery against the service specification to provide high
quality safe services to children and families in Surrey. Contribute to the STP priority
on the “First 1000 days”, early help and prevention work.

N/A

N/A
There are several overspent areas that are being at least partially addressed. The
underspent areas are due to problems recruiting to vacant posts (even temporary staff)
and are causing performance issues in some areas.

Executive Summary
Note the progress being made in Q3/4 through our CFHS partnership working.
Positive Findings
 Positive partnership relationships across CFHS and Surrey County Council – evidenced through the work
on Initial Health Assessments (IHA’s) and preparedness for Ofsted Inspection.
 Transformation now starting to take pace – Advice lines go live in April, Healthy Child Drop in Clinics rolled
out.
 Significant improvement in performance for IHA’s weekly calls now stepped down to 2/52.
 Clarity on underspends in Central Surrey Health (CSH) budget able to now outsource assessments to clear
backlogs.
 Continuing Health Care (CHC) funding model in place and recruitment underway.
Areas for Improvement



0-19 services – overall dip in Performance across 12 month reviews.
Progress on reducing back log across Therapies and Developmental Paediatric Services.
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1. Key messages for Q3/4
Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND)
Ofsted have confirmed that our local area will be re-visited under section 20(1) of the Children Act 2004
from Monday 18 March 2019 to Wednesday 20 March 2019. This is a joint visit with the Care Quality
Commission (CQC), and will involve all three partners within Children and Family Health Surrey (CFHS).
The purpose of this re-visit is to determine whether our local area has made sufficient progress in
addressing each area of serious weakness detailed in the written statement of action (WSOA).
We are expecting the inspectors to focus on the below areas:
 Timeliness, suitability and quality
 Parents and carers involvement
 Effectiveness of management
 Early Identification of needs at school level
 Increase rate of absence and exclusions.
2. Management Changes to the One Stop CFHS service
Following a collaborative review, the partnership has decided to transfer the One Stop services to Surrey
and Borders. The partnership is now working to transfer the One Stop services across to SaBPs Children
and Young People’s Services (CYPS) Single Point of Access (SPA) from the summer.
3. Operations and Performance
Improved performance across Initial Health Assessments (IHAs) and those who Do Not Attend (DNA)
appointments. Weekly system calls on IHA’s have now been stepped down to 2/52; this is a positive sign
that the system has increasing confidence in the improvement trajectory.
4. Areas that require Improvement:



12 month developmental reviews: a further reduction in the last quarter down to below 10%.
Recovery plan in place and significant improvement is expected by the end of Q4.
Waiting times across all therapy services and paediatric therapies remain static

An improvement plan has been requested for the 12 month review broken down by districts and boroughs
to provide assurance, that families in need are getting the early intervention and checks required. These
plans have also been requested and to be shared at the Contract Quarterly Review Meeting (CQRM) and
monitored at the Improvement Board.
5. Contract Performance Notice (CPN) update
CPN remains in place, whilst the commissioners are happy with the format and reporting on the plan.
Limited progress has been made in reducing the back log in Therapies and Developmental paediatric
services.
6. Developmental paediatrics
A detailed project plan has now been developed and monitored through the CFHS transformation
programme.
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Work is underway currently looking at tasks within the developmental paediatrics workplans that could be
picked up by advanced nurse practitioners and specialist doctors and General Practice (GPs)
7. Digital Transformation
A discussion was held at the LLP Board meeting on 27th March, to agree a way forward to implement
digital solutions to support the partnership and its transformation plans.
8. Transformation
In the next phase of the CFHS we are strengthening our accountability structures to ensure the joint
delivery of the objectives of the CFHS partnership, and to facilitate a culture of ‘One Service’.
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

43.19

Paper Title

Priority Clinical Audit Plan 2019 to 2020 – Draft 1.1

Director

Sharon Spain, Acting Chief Nursing Officer
Author: Lisa Musselwhite, Head of Accreditation

Report for

Approval

Discussed to date and
next steps
Purpose of the paper

The draft plan has been shared at the February 2019 Quality Assurance Committee
and Audit Committee
The Board is asked to approve the plan. The Board should note that:
The 2019-2020 Clinical audit plan is subject to change as the final National and
contractual audits have not yet been released.

How does this
proposal meet our
values?
Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives

It will do this by being open and honest in its findings and will build on good practice to
make changes when required by utilising the principles of Quality improvement.

Risk Assessments
and Mitigations

The Priority Clinical Audit Plan helps to mitigate against risk by identifying where our
services might be at risk and what needs to happen to address it.

Data Protection
Impact Assessment
(DPIA)
Outcome of Equality
Analysis

All information produced does not include PII. All samples are anonymised

Financial Implications

There may be financial implications which result from changes being required to meet
standards i.e. more equipment or staff training

The Priority Clinical Audit Plan helps us to monitor and measure our services and is
one of our tools which help us in our drive to be a well led and outstanding
organisation.

Clinical audits are inclusive of all protected characteristics

Executive Summary
 This draft 2019-2020 Clinical audit plan is subject to change as the final National and contractual audits have
not yet been confirmed
 Considering the drive to reduce time auditing and having a greater focus on quality improvement the number
of priority audits continue to be low
 The audits are split in National, Contractual and Trust quality improvements. There is also a local audit
register which captures all audits which matter to teams locally
Positive Findings
 Considering the drive to reduce time auditing and having a greater focus on quality improvement there
continues to be a reduction in audits this year. Further, there is very little impact on services in collecting most
of the data, as it is collected either via the Information Management team, or manually by the clinical audit
department.
Areas for Improvement


All audits will result in clear actions or recommendations
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Priority Clinical Audit Plan 2019-2020
The proposed 2019-2020 Priority Clinical Audit plan is split into three areas which cover National,
Contractual and Trust quality improvement audits – to date there are 31 audits in total. As well as the Trust
priority plan there is a local audit register, which captures all local audits undertaken by individuals and
teams on areas that matter to them locally. The local audits are supported by guidance and staff are
encouraged to present them at the Aspiring for excellence events. Last year 32 local audits were
registered which were predominantly undertaken by doctors.
The Priority Clinical Audit Plan helps us to monitor and measure our services against other organisations
and establish trends over time. Clinical audit is one of our tools which help us in our drive to be an
outstanding organisation. However, considering the drive to reduce time auditing and having a greater
focus on quality improvement there continues to be a reduction in audits this year and some are Quality
improvement projects instead to help improve practice. Further, there is very little impact on services in
collecting most of the data as it is either collected via the Information Management (IM) team or manually
by the clinical audit department.
The clinical audit plan supports our Clinical strategy which promotes health and wellbeing. The audit plan
helps to ensure that we adhere to the visions and values we set out to deliver. It will do this by being open
and honest in its findings and will build on good practice to make changes when required by utilising the
principles of Quality improvement.
This priority plan will be monitored by the Clinical audit department and through the Quality Assurance
Committee on a bi-annual basis. Individual audit reports will be presented at relevant committees as
identified in the plan.
The findings of each audit will be shared, and any positive trends will be highlighted to share good practice
and drive improvement across the organisation.
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Appendix 1

NATIONAL AUDITS
No
.
Title and description

Audit
Lead

Rationale

Start
Date

End
Date

Reporting
Governance
Committee

Lead
responsible
for
monitoring
actions

1.

HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATED
INFECTIONS:
Provider to share their Healthcare Acquired
infection report. The provider will
demonstrate a zero-tolerance approach to
healthcare acquired infections.

National

Infection
Control
Nurse

April
2019

March
2020

Physical
Health

Lead Nurse for
Physical
Health and
Infection
Control

2.

LEARNING DISABILTY MORTALITY
REVIEW PROGRAMME (LeDeR)
Reviews are being carried out with a view to
improve the standard and quality of care for
people with learning disabilities. All LD
deaths are screened, reviewed using
structured judgement review methodology
and Case Note Reviews are held. These are
attended by internal and external
stakeholders including the CCG and Surrey
County Council. A decision is made in this
meeting whether a 2nd level LeDer review is
held and what good practices and any
learning can then subsequently be shared
with the Teams.

National

Externally
led

April
2019

March
2020

Ops board,
Exec board
and Quality
Risk & Safety
Group

Mortality
Assurance
Officer
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3.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CARE AND
CLINICAL EXCELLENCE (NICE)
Gaps are identified by services across trust in
relation to compliance again the
recommendations of the NICE Guidelines
including Quality Standards when available.
This is an ongoing process as new
Guidelines are issued.

National

Clinical
audit
facilitator

Ongoing

Ongoing

Quality
Action
Groups

Service
Managers

4.

THE NATIONAL PRESCRIBING
OBSERVATORY FOR MENTAL HEALTH
(POMH-UK): This year’s program includes:

National/
Contractual –
Quality
standards

Chief
Pharmacist

April
2019

March
2020

Medicine
Management
Committee

Chief
Pharmacist

Associate
Director of
People’s
Experience
and Head of
Nursing
Associate
Director of
People’s
Experience
and Head of
Nursing

March
2019

August
2019

Quality
assurance
committee

Ongoing

Ongoing

Quality
assurance
committee

Associate
Director of
People’s
Experience
and Head of
Nursing
Associate
Director of
People’s
Experience
and Head of
Nursing

17b: Use of depot/LA antipsychotics for
relapse prevention
19a: Prescribing antidepressants for
depression in adults

5.

NATIONAL MENTAL HEALTH
COMMUNITY SURVEY

National

6.

FRIENDS and FAMILY TEST - YOUR
VIEWS MATTER
To capture, understand, improve and
measure experience (meeting the needs of
the diversity of the population) for all people
using our services and their carers.

National/
Trust Quality
Improvement
Contractual –
Quality
standards
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National

Clinical
audit
facilitator

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

8.

Further spotlight audit planned – details to be
released.
NATIONAL AUDIT OF PSYCHOSIS
Patients 16 years and over with a diagnosis
of psychosis and under the care of adult
inpatient and outpatients’ services.

National

Clinical
audit
facilitator

August
2019

October
2019

Acute Care
Forum
Quality
assurance
committee

Director of
WAA services

9.

NATIONAL AUDIT OF FALLS

National

TBC

January
2019

Decemb
er 2019

7.

NATIONAL AUDIT OF ANXIETY AND
DEPRESSION

The National Audit of Inpatient Falls (NAIF) is
transitioning to a continuous audit from 2019
onwards. The new continuous NAIF will audit
patients who have fallen in hospital and sustained
a hip fracture. The inclusion criteria therefore are:
patients aged 60 years or over identified within the
National Hip Fracture Database as sustaining a
hip fracture, identified as having sustained the hip
fracture as a result of an inpatient fall in an acute,
community health or mental health trust in
England or Wales.

CONTRACTUAL – The following areas need to be confirmed when the Quality standards are ready
No.
1.

Title and description
MEDICINE MANAGEMENT
Quarterly report on medication errors
reporting:
Report to include:
• Analysis of current reporting patterns and
then improvement plan based on findings.

Audit
Lead

Rationale
Contractual –
Quality
standard

Chief
Pharmacist
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Start
Date
April
2019

End
Date
March
2020

Reporting
Governance
Committee
Medicine
Management
Committee

Lead
responsible
for monitoring
actions
Chief
Pharmacist

2.

3.

• Number of medication errors by severity of
harm caused (all categories using NPSA
definition)
• Number and type of medication error
• Severity of harm
• Themes and trends
• Actions taken Reviewing Trust Medicines
management through regular auditing.
TARGETED CAMHS REVIEWS
The provider can demonstrate that the peer
reviews have taken place and service
improvements have been implemented as a
result. Twice yearly reports received of peer
review findings and resulting actions to
improve the service.
TARGETED CAMHS RE-ADMISSION
AUDIT

Contractual –
Quality
standard

Head of
Accreditation

April
2019

March
2020

Contractual –
Quality
standard

IM TEAM

April
2019

March
2020

The provider will analyse re-admissions/recontacts with services (if a person has been
discharged) to ascertain the quality of care
provision and make service improvements
where identified.
6-monthly case audit of referrals where the
person was discharged from the same
service within previous 6 months. To include
whether or not in full time education,
employment or training, offending behaviour,
accommodation status and any readmissions to the service, or related services.
Each 6-monthly audit to cover all services.
Report to include information about the total
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CYPS
Quality
Action Group

Head of
Accreditation

IM TEAM

4.

number of re-referrals within 6 months and
the number of cases in the sample as a
percentage of the total.
PATIENT SAFETY THERMOMETER AUDIT
Provider to demonstrate % of patients who
have harm free care from the following
composite measures:
-Pressure Ulcers, Falls, Venous
Thromboembolisms, Catheter and
Acquired Urinary Tract Infections.

Contractual Quality
standard

TBC

April
2019

March
2020

Reporting
information to
NHS
Information
Centre for
Dept. of
Health

Lead Nurse for
Physical Health
and Infection
Control

LD Quality
Action Group

Leads working
in services for
people with
learning
disabilities

5.

POSITIVE BEHAVIOURAL SUPPORT
PLANS
Ensuring that when a person using services
have issues around managing their behaviour
that there is a positive behavioural support
plan on file. (Audit 10 cases against the
requirements set out in the PBS Specification
contained within the PLD Service
Specification)

Contractual –
Quality
standard

Health
services
manager

April
2019

March
2020

6.

TO IMPROVE HOSPITAL NUTRITIONAL
CARE FOR PEOPLE WITH DEMENTIA
(OVER 65’S).

Contractual –
Quality
standards

NICE gap
analysis lead
for CG32

April
2019

March
2020

OP Quality
action Group
Physical
Health Group

All inpatients have an individual nutritional
assessment (using a nationally validated tool
such as MUST) which is undertaken within 48
hours of admission and repeated at least
weekly as per NICE guidelines CG32
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Director of OP
services

TRUST QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
No
.

Audit
Lead

Start
Date

End
Date

CQC/Trust
Quality
Improvement

Head of
Accreditation

Ongoing

Ongoing

Trust wide
sharing

Service leads
and
managers

Trust
Quality
Improvement
Policy
compliance

All service
managers

Ongoing
- Monthly

Ongoing

Manager led
sharing

Service
Managers

Trust
Quality
Improvement
Policy
compliance

Associate
director of
quality
assurance and
reporting

April
2019

March
2020

Quality
assurance
committee

Associate
director of
quality
assurance
and reporting

Clinical audit
facilitator

April
2019

March
2020

Quality
assurance
committee

Individual
team
managers

Title and description

Rationale

CARE EXCELLENCE ACCREDITATION
PROGRAMME
Quality assurance process to help ensure
high standards and improvement.
RECORD KEEPING AUDITS:
The objectives of auditing record keeping is
to evaluate the Trust record keeping practice
and facilitate the development of good quality
records to ensure a high quality of record
keeping is maintained throughout the Trust.
Each service has a set number of audits to
complete each month and is required to
review the results regularly to promote
improvement

3.

CORPORATE RECORDS MANAGEMENT
AUDIT: A separate information governance
audit will be undertaken focusing on
compliance of corporate record keeping
management.

4.

CLINICAL RISK ASSESSMENT AUDIT

1.

2.

To complete a risk assessment audit based
on the most up to date standards

Reporting
Governance
Committee

Lead
responsible
for
monitoring
actions

Policy
compliance/
Trust Service
Improvement
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5.

CLINICAL CARE PLANNING AUDIT

Trust Service
Improvement

Clinical audit
facilitator

April
2019

March
2020

Quality
assurance
committee

Individual
team
managers

Policy
compliance

Nurse
Consultant for
Safeguarding
Children

April
2019

March
2020

Safeguarding
Children’s
Board

Nurse
Consultant for
Safeguarding
Children

To complete a care planning audit based on
the most up to date standards
6.

7.

SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN
Reviewing Trust Safeguarding Children
Arrangements - Schedule of Child Protection
Audits to be agreed for CYPS,
Community and Inpatients

SAFEGUARDING ADULTS

Quality
assurance
committee
Policy
compliance

Reviewing compliance with trust policy and
best practice around Safeguarding Adults.
Looks at reporting and follows the
safeguarding journey from incident through to
outcome.
8.

CRISIS and OVERNIGHT BED AUDIT
The crisis overnight beds were introduced
following the closure of the Crisis Hse. This
audit will measure the use of overnight beds
and the experience of those using them.

9.

RESTRAINT AUDIT

Adults
safeguarding
lead

April
2019

March
2020

Quality
assurance
committee

Trust
Quality
Improvement

Clinical audit
facilitator

April
2019

March
2020

Safeguarding
adults
steering
group
Acute care
forum

Policy
compliance

Clinical audit
facilitator

April
2019

March
2020

Acute care
forum

This audit will review the QI work to ascertain
if services are adhering to the policies on
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Safeguarding
Adults and
Domestic
Abuse Lead

Specialist
nurse
consultant for
complex
cases and
Associate
Director of
Crisis care
Acute care
managers

10.

restraint and determine if they are in line with
Care quality commission expectations.
SECLUSION AUDIT

11.

This audit will review the QI work to ascertain
if services are adhering to the policies on
seclusion and determine if they are in line
with Care quality commission expectations.
FALLS AUDIT
The Trust falls group will define the areas
needing specific focus and then an audit will
be undertaken resulting in clear information
and identification of possible work streams
and/or QI projects

12.

CARERS AUDIT
Triangulation of various data sources
including Foundation standards and your
views matters surveys and review carers
data.

Policy
Compliance

Clinical audit
facilitator

April
2019

March
2020

Acute care
forum

Acute care
managers

Trust
Quality
Improvement

Clinical audit
facilitator and
Falls group

April
2019

March
2020

Acute care
forum

Service
managers

Trust
Quality
Improvement

Clinical audit
facilitator

April
2019

March
2020

Trust wide
sharing

Service
managers
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Trust Board in Public
Date

10th April 2019

Item No

44.19

Paper Title

Quality Assurance Committee Update

Director

Sharon Spain, Acting Chief Nursing Officer

Report for

Information

Discussed to date and
next steps

This is a summary of the Quality Assurance Committee meeting in February 2018
which is a subcommittee of the Trust Board

Purpose of the paper

The Board are asked to note the following:
 CQC Initial feedback
 More work required to improve our waiting times
 Areas of risk and safety identified
 New Digital / Information Technology initiatives

How does this
proposal meet our
values?
Health/Social Impact –
Contribution to our
objectives

Evidence to provide assurance was attained in the systems and processes being
delivered in the caring, effectiveness, responsive, safe, staff experience and well led
domain at this meeting

Risk Assessments
and Mitigations

Safety and Reputational risk around waiting times.

Data Protection
Impact Assessment
(DPIA)
Outcome of Equality
Analysis

Not Applicable

Financial Implications

None noted

Not Applicable

Executive Summary
The paper highlights the key discussion points and evidence provided to offer assurance to our Board in relation
to areas of ‘caring’, ‘effective’, ‘responsive’, ‘safe’, staff experience’ and ‘well led’ domains. Reasonable assurance
was provided in all these areas.
Positive Findings
 Positive Care Quality Commission feedback
 Draft Annual Audit plan
Areas for Improvement




Ongoing work on Waiting times
Work with inclusion of carers
Further work with SystemOne

Version 1.2
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1.

Introduction
The Quality Assurance Committee will meet six times per year, and is made up of Non-Executive
and Executive Directors, and Governors and senior managers / clinical leaders. The aim of the
committee is to assure our Board and Council of Governors that the essential standards of quality
and safety are being delivered.

2.

Papers received at the February Meeting


Divisional Presentation – Children and Young
People’s Services

EFFECTIVE




Clinical Audit Plan 2019/20
Draft month 9 Quality Account

RESPONSIVE



Waiting times report

CARING





Improving Care Planning and Risk Assessment
Process
Quality Risk and Safety Report
Never Events Assurance Report

STAFF EXPERIENCE



No Report due for submission

WELL LED



Care Quality Commission (CQC) Update

SAFE

3.
3.1

Highlights from the Committee
Divisional Presentation – Children and Young People’s Services

Justine Leonard, Director of Children and Young People’s services gave a presentation to the
Committee on the key achievements and areas of improvement action within the division.
3.2

CQC Update

The Committee received an update on the initial positive feedback received from CQC following their
recent core service inspections in January of this year.
3.3

Improving Care Planning and Risk Assessment Process

The Committee discussed a report present by out Chief Clinical Information Officer, Doug Stewart
about our work to improve our care planning and risk assessment process.
The discussions reflected on both the technological, e.g. our electronic patient records system
(SystmOne), and cultural aspects of the shift we need to make to support digitally enabled practice, and
to ensure the triangle of care, and carers needs are fully embedded.
3.4

Quality Risk and Safety Report

The Committee discussed the Quality Risk and Safety report presented by the Chief Nurse. The
Committee agreed that the Interim Director of Nursing and Associate Director of Clinical Safety and
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Head of Nursing will provide a more detailed report analysing the data on restraint, sefl-harm, falls
resulting in harm, and absences for discussion at the next meeting.
3.5

Waiting Times Report

The Committee received a report updating them on our project to improve our management of waiting
times and lists for assessment and treatment.
Our digital team has partnered with NHS Improvement and their Intensive Support team to do some
collaborative work on building a patient tracking list to support this.
3.6

Never Events Assurance Report

The Committee received a report providing assurance on our performance against the reporting of
incidents that meet the Never Event threshold and outline through a Gap Analysis, the measures that
are currently in place to mitigate against such incidents happening in the Trust.
There was one incident of a fall from a window fitted with restrictors which did not meet the criteria for a
Never Event, but has been investigated under our Serious Incident management process.
3.7

Health, Safety and Security Annual Report

The Committee received the 2017/18 Health, Safety and Security Annual Report. The Committee
agreed it will receive a copy of the plan for the year ahead.
3.8

Governors Issues

Governor members of the Committee were invited to draw to the attention of the Committee quality
issues of concern that they were aware of. Governors identified perinatal health, later diagnosis of
Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder in girls, and how we can fully embed carers and out whole
family approach in our practice across the board.
The Committee agreed to add perinatal and carers to its next agenda, and to seek information
regarding the work of the prevention workstream within the integrated care system (ICS) programmes
3.9

Draft Clinical Audit Plan for 2019/20

Lisa Musselwhite presented the draft clinical audit plan to the Committee noting that it will be subject to
change once national audits are confirmed.
The Committee asked for an audit on issues of importance for carers of all ages be considered for the
coming year.
The Committee approved the draft plan for recommendations to the Audit Committee and Trust Board.
3.10

Annual Quality Account

The Committee received an initial draft of the Quality Account and provided comments to be reflected
in the final version
3.11

Identification of new risks and escalations

The Committee noted our ongoing work with SystmOne and carers as two key risks.
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Introduction
This report provides a summary of the business considered by the Audit Committee on 20 March 2019.
Clinical Audit Plan
The Committee reviewed the clinical audit plan and noted that it had been discussed in some detail by the
Quality Assurance Committee.
Internal Audit Progress Report and Annual Plan for 2019/20
The Committee received the audit plan for 2019/20 and that it had been reviewed by the Executive Board
earlier in the month. The committee noted the change in governance meant that the committee now had
the delegated power to approve the plan.
The internal audit plan included a range of financial and clinical areas that were proposed for auditing in
2019/20 and highlighted additional areas that could be audited if during the year it became appropriate to
delay some of the planned audits.
The Committee approved the plan
Internal Audit also presented their normal progress report and the outcomes of recent audits were
highlighted to the Committee. It was noted that actions are still being followed up in a timely fashion.
The report was noted.
Counter-fraud Progress Report
The Committee reviewed both the standard report and the proposed plan for 2019/20. The Committee
noted the reactive work and the planned pro-active work.
Annual Report and Accounts and the Year End
The Committee received up an update on progress against actions for the prior year recommendations.
The key dates were highlighted for the Annual Report and Accounts for 2018/19 and the Committee
endorsed the proposal that was made regarding the preparation of the remuneration table.
Over 90 Day Debtors
The Committee noted the report on debts that are over 90 days old and that in the main these were with
government organisations and would not need to be written off. It was also noted that the situation was
improving and this was welcomed.
Provision of Internal Audit Services
The Committee noted the need to make a decision to extend the collaborative provision of internal audit
services and it was agreed that they would be extended and that in 12 months’ time there would be further
consideration of this matter.
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